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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 119th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 4, 1968

Miller New
Councilman
For Hazel

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

104 Per Copy

Brealcin Reported
At Sholar's Auto

Vol. LXXX1X No. 287

Kayne Beasley Injured In
One Of Four Wrecks Here

The Murray Police Department received a report this
morning at 7:20 that a breakin
had occurred at Sholar's Auto
Kayne Beasley. five year old
Repair on South 7th Street.
boy, is reported in satisfactory
Police said the person or percondition this morning by the
sons broke a window on the
Murray-Calloway County Hoscast side of the building to gain
pital.
entry. The escape of the perThe young boy received cuts
son or persons was made through the east window also, po- and bruises in a two car aclice said. Seventy-five cents In cident yesterday at 330 p.m.
nickels was reported missing. He was admitted to the hospital for observation.

rain that fell steadily in Murray on Tuesday.
The first occurred at 8:35
Ivan/arm gets all shook up at
James Hal Miller o4 Hazel
Russia's space accomplishments,
a.m. on 4th Street on the Court
was sworn in as a new membut they only have a total of
Square.
ber of the City Council of the
186 service stations in the whole
Cars involved were a 1967
city of Hazel for the current
Mustang two door driven by Lecountry.
term on Tuesday morning.
land Dale Hager of 106 College
Calloway County Judge Hall
Space advances are important,
Court, and a 1969 Buick four
McCuiston administered the
but the service station is a
door hardtop owned by Lasoath
in
his
chambers.
4 necessity for
siter Auto Sales and driven by
the average man.
Miller, his wife, and two chilThe Murray Police Depart- Marie Jones Lassiter of 207
Calloway County has about fifdren reside at Hazel. He is emment said the boy was a pas- South 12th Street.
ty service stations, one third
ployed at Metal and Ross at
senger in a 1966 Volkswagen
of the total number in the
Police said the Lassiter car
Paris, Tenn., and his wife is
, two door driven by Orange K. was parked at the curb and in
Soviet Union.
employed
at
the
hospital.
Madrigal Singers — The MSU Madrigal Singers, under the direction
of Robert Boar,
Three Murray State Univer- 'Beasley of 410 North 8th Street backing out collided with the
Other members of the Hazel
left, entertained the general mitsiting of th• Murray
Woman's Club yesterday. Mrs. James City Council
The report on the Chicago riot
faculty members will at- that was going west on Main Hager car going north on 4th
sity
are
Brooks Gibson,
Woodward, second from right, was chairman of the program
for the December general
has been made. Police there
mayor, Henry Hutson, Hoyt tend the southeastern regional Street Mrs. E. C. (Maude H) Street.
meeting. Mrs. Harris Byrd, right, Is chairman of the Music Department
of the Murray Wo- Like, and Hoyt McClure. These meeting of the American Chem- Jones, 108 South 10th Street, Tuesday at 3:05 p.m. Everett
are being belabored for their
man's Club.
conduct during the riots. Unmen were elected to the coun- ical Society in Tallahassee, Fla., driving a 1964 Ford two door, W. Stevens of East Prairie, Mo ,
was making a left turn off Main driving a 1963 Pontiac Cato
doubtedly some policemen did
cil office in the general elect- December 4-7.
Street onto Second Street and lina owned by Mrs. Tena StevA step outside the bounds of norion in November 1967.
Representing Murray State
mal riot control, but we wondGibson is employed at one of will be Dr. Walter E. Black- collided with the Beasley car, ens, was backing off the lot at
according to the police report. the University Inn.
er how many of us would act
the
Calvert
City
plants,
Hutson burn, dean of the School of
•
•
under the same circumstances.
The Stevens car hit the front
is an insurance salesman, Like Arts and Sciences; Dr. B. E. Damage to the Beasley car
These policemen are still peoIs employed at the Murray McClellan, associate professor was on the front end and to the part of the 1960 Chevrolet, dri
Bowden,
Jerry
chairman
of
ple and it must have been unWholesale Grocery Company, of chemistry; and Dr. William Jones car on the left front fend- ven by Hal Kirby Hosford of
ses wetre he
theSeveral cases
inf and McClure operates a
heard o
nerving to see thousands of the Optimist Club Christmas
1621 West Olive Street, that
body L. Wells, assistant professor of er.
Calloway County Court
freaks screaming and rushing tree sale, informed the Ledger
was going east on Olive Street.
shop
at
the
Texaco
Station
at
chemistry.
& Times that it will be possible
Three other accidents occurJudge Hall McCuiston during Hazel. They are all
toward police lines.
Damage to the Hosford car
married
and
to select a Christmas tree from
the past week. Records show have children.
Dr. Blacaourn will serve on red yesterday in the city of was on the front end and to
the
Optimist
Sale
Club
and
Murray,
according to the re- the Stevens car on the left
This coupled with the fact that
The Murray State University the following occurred:
the nominations committee to
Howard J. Howard, Farming3 the riots were conceived, plann- then the Optimist Club would • Madrigal Singers, a newly formselect new officers for the 'ports filed by the Murray Po rear fender.
be
able
to
have
the
trees
flocklice Department. All of the acThe fourth accident for the
ed and executed by professioned group under the direction ton Route One, speeding, fined
southeastern region.
'cidents occurred during the day in the city happened at
als. It sickens us to hear the ed.
of Robert Boar, presented a $10.00 costs $18.00; State Pot
commentators and Senator Mc- The trees are Scotch Pines program of Christmas music at lice.
5:20 p.m. on 16th Street.
Michael C. Keel, Hazel Route
Carthy call these anarchists and the Optimist Club is sell- the General Meeting of t h e
Kirby S. Hosford, 1621 Olive,
Four persons were charged,
"young people" as though they ing them on the vacant lot lo- Murray Woman's Club on De- One, speeding, fined $10.00 entered pleas
driving a 1961 Chevrolet four
of guilty, and
are clean, upright young folks cated on Chestnut Street be- cember 2 at 7:30 p.m. at the costs $18.00; State Police.
door, was going south on 16th,
were fined in the City Court of
Joe D. Raspberry, Murray,
showing rightous indignation. tween The Thorobred Drive In 'club house.
making a right turn, failed to
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Fundementally they got what and Freed Cotham's building.
see the Oldsmobile going north
airs. Don Keller, president, malicious cutting with infest Dunn this week. Records show '
they deserved. Their idea was All money derived from this welcomed the members and to kill, placed under $750.00 the following
on 16th, and turned in front of
occurred:
not to show a protest, but to sale will be used by the Opti- their guests. Mrs. James Wood- bond to await action of Febthe car, according to the police
G. H. Richardson, driving
break up the Democratic can- mist Club for the betterment ard, program chairman, intro- ruary 1969 Grand Jury; Sheriff. while
report.
intoxicated, fined $100.00
t vention, which is what they
Mrs. Stanley Shores, 4750
The Oldsmobile was owned
duced Mr. Baar who explained
of youth in Calloway County.
costs $4.50, no operator's licBy
CHARLOTTE
MOULTON
said. "But I have never seen by Hollis C. Miller and was driwould have done had not the
that madrigal singing is a tra- Drake, Cincinnati, Ohio, fish- ense, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
—
Jus- anybody who'd say what it is. ven by Lilla C. Miller of 1625
Bowden said that at the pre- dition that stems from early ing without a license, fined
police stepped in and handled
C. R. Yeary, reckless driving, tice Hugo L. Black feels the
Nobody. If the idea is to keep Loch Lomand Drive, Murray.
the situation in a determined sent time there is a large sel- 16th Century, a chamber type $15.00 costs $18.00; Department fined
$15.00
costs
$4.50.
Supreme Court may have erred people from learning about the
ection of trees and to get "the of music sung after the evening of Fish and Wildlife.
manner.
J. M. Penny, driving while 13 years ago when it ordered
facts of life as between the
Paul Thorn, Dexter Route
exact tree you want come ear- meal, around the table.
intoxicated, amended to reck- all school districts permitting
sexes, that's a vain task . ."
W. are by no means excusing ly and select your tree. The
The eight M.S.U. singers per- One, breach of peace, given 15 less driving, fined $100.00
costs or requiring racial segregation
Black also said he did not
the untoward acts of individual Optimist Club will hold it for formed informally seated a- days in jail suspended on eses..^4,50.,
to abolish that practice "with nelieve constitutional protectyou until you are ready to pick round a table much in the same dition he not be back in cos*"
A. C. Hutcheson, reckless all deliberate speed."
(Continuod on Back Pagel
ion of free speech should be
It up".
manner as their predecessors.'for six months, Sheriff.
Although Black supported the guaranteed for demonstrators
Paul R. George, Murray, driving, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
They were Janet Mochel, Katny
historic
1955 ruling intended who dissent by occupying proTimmons, Deanna Olson, Judy speeding, fined $10.00 costs
to enforce a 1954 decision end- perty which is ont their's.
Boch, David Sutherland, Mike $18.00; State Police.
ing the long-established "sepaNot Protected
Two persons were treated at
O'Neal, Charles Huber and Mr. Chester ?tete h uson, Benton,
rate-but-equal" doctrine in educold checking, fined $10.00 costs
"The first amendment pro the emergency room of the
Bear.
cation, he believes the court tects speech and it protects writ- Murray-Calloway County HosThey sang an introductory $25.00, restitution $15.50; Sher.- might have done more to accel- ing and it protects assembly, pital this morning with one of
number called "Now We Sing", iff.
The Twin Lakes Coon Club erate the pace
of desegregation but it doesn't have anything them being admitted.
Jo Helen Young, Murray, ma- will have UKC Hunt on Friday
a contemporary madrigal "A
had it not used the now tarn- that protects a man's right to
Bobby Garland of Benton
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman Thurman. They nave one son, Little Advent Music" and "Four licious cutting with intent to and Saturday, December 6 and ,
walk around and around and Route One was treated for cuts
Old Flemish Carols" At the kill, placed under $1,000.00 bond 7 in the Land Between the ous phrase.
of the Health, Physical Educa- Lee
"Looking back on it now, it around my house if he wants to and lacerations about seven
tion. Recreation, and Athletics
Eli Alexander, principal of close of the program the aud- awaiting action of February Lakes.
seems to me that it delayed the fasten my . . . family up into a.m. He was
injured in a two
at Murray State University, Murray High School. was the ience joined them in singing 1969 Grand Jury; Sheriff.
A club spokesman said the process
of outlawing segrega- the house, make them afraid to car accident which occurred
Joseph E. Brasseaux, Caren- none registered dog hunt will
• was the speaker at the Murray toastmaster, and Supt. Fred traditional Christmas carols.
in
tion,"
said
the
82-yearold
Ala- go out of doors," he said.
front of Wiggins Furniture
Assisting
instrumentalists i cro, La, speeding, fined $10.00 be held on Friday, December 6,
High School football banquet Schultz led in prayer.
baman
during
a
rare
hour-long
Commenting on recent court Company on U.S. Highway 641
held last night at the SouthAwards were presented by is+re Mary Curtis Taylor, vio- casts $18.00; State Police,
and the registered dog hunt on
G. L. Cody, Murray, malicious Saturday, December 7. Each interview taped in his Alexan- decisions restricting police in- North, about three miles from
side Restaurant.
Coaches Holland, Dub Russell, lin; Rebecca Romer, violin; Cadria, Va., home and broadcast terrogation and assuring pro- Murray.
John Hina, and Shelton to the thy Dowdy, flute; and Karen shooting with intent to kill, hunt will start at seven p.m.
Tuesday night by the Colum- tection for suspected criminals,
placed under bond of $75000
Wilkinson, organ.
The Kentucky State Police
The public is invited to at- bia
This annual banquet held to various players.
Broadcasting System,
Black said critics of the court investigated the accident and
The club house was beauti- awaiting action of February tend.
Don Shelton received t h e
honor the football team, coachToo
Vague
should blame the framers of the trooper could not be cones, and cheerleaders of Mur- Senior Excellence award; Bob fully decorated for the holiday 1969 Grand Jury.
Black appeared to be saying the Constitution.
tacted for further information
ray High is sponsored by the Taylor, the best blocker-line- season by the Creative Arts and
be
stood
in
agreement
with li•
"They were the one's that by presstime.
Junior Chamber of Commerce. man; Jimmy Brandon, best Garden Departments. The guests
beral
critics
of the court who put in `no man shall be comJames Stewart was admitted
Dr. Stewart is a former foot- blocker-back; Bill Heise, best were invited to a tea table
have argued that the "all de- pelled to convict himself,'"
he to the hospital about eight
ball player at Murray High defensive lineman; Dana Gish, downstairs where refreshments
liberate speed" approach was said.
were served by hostesses from
o'clock this morning suffering
School and played under the best defensive back.
too vague and invited disobeAsked if he thought the from head injuries reportedly
Letterman were Don Shel- each department of the Wocoaching of Preston "Ty" HolCaptain C. W. Herndon, Jr., dience in the south.
court's action had made it more sustained in an automobile acland. Dr. Stewart is the son of ton, co-captain, Dwaine Bell, man's Club.
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
The aging justice also ex- difficult for police to combat
cident. No other details could
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stewart of co-captain, Jim Bryan, Charles
Herndon of Murray, and hus- pressed his
views
on
obscenity, crime, Black replied: "Certain- be obtained.
Murray and is married to the Brandon, Jimmy Brandon, Charband of the former Donna Gro- dissent and
the rights of crim- ly, why shouldn't they? What
former Betty Thurman, daugh- lea Clark, Allen Grogan, Rongan, is now serving in Vietnam inal
suspects.
were the Constitutional guater of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph nie Goode, Dana Gish, Bill
His address for those who would
Black said obscenity, which rantees written for? Why
Heise, Wynn Henry, Terry Hart,
did
Like to send him cards or let- still sharply
divides the nine they write the Bill of Rights?
The honor roll for the second ters for Christmas is as for
John Mark Hale, Steve Knight,
court
members,
remains
a
Practically all of the provisions
six weeks at Calloway County lows:
Denny Nall, Bill Pasco, Steve
"wholly ambiguous" concept. make it more difficult
Over 1,500 families throughHigh has been released by
to conPayne, Johnny Quertermous,
Capt. C. W. Herndon, Jr.
He
has
always
advocated
total vict people of crime . . . they out the South-Southwest will sit
Principal Howard Crittenden.
Mike Smith, Bob Taylor, Tripp
OF107130
absence of governmental power were written to
To be eligible for the honor
make it more down to traditional holiday dinWilliams, Hollis Clark, Buzz
336th AHC
Natoli P ms• I eg to r
•••1
to restrict free speech.
difficult and what the court ners in their homes . . with
roll, a student must make all
Wilham, and Kenney Beshear.
APO San Francisco
"Of course I understand that does is try to follow
A's and/or B's. Those students
Members of All-State and
what the the main course furnished oy
California 96296
pornography sounds bad," he framers wrote."
Otasco-Economy Auto Stores.
making all A's will be designatby United Prase international All-Conference teams are a s
The merchants on the south ed by •.
As part of their Golden AnClearing west with occasion- follows: All-State A (selected by
niversary celebration, the home
Freshman — Phyllis Beach,
al light rain or snow east end- UPI), Don Shelton; Courier- side of the city, along South
and auto retail chain has sent
ing early today and colder, high Journal All-State, second team, 12th Street are cooperating in Freda Brandon, Teresa Byerly,
each employee a gift certifiAll-Conference
in the 4fei Fair and cold to- and
Overall, z $1,000 promotion to boost Carol Burlieen, Marsha Conley,
cate for a free turkey, redeemShelton, Mike Smith, and Bill sales between now and Clariat- Rita Cook, Alice Crawford, Barable at local groceries.
bara DuLuac, Linda Futrell,
Heise; All-Conference Class A. mos.
All a person has to do to Patty Greer, David Hall, Kathy
"We feel the 50 prosperous
Shelton, Heise, Smith, and Denualify for the $1,000 in prizes Hardie, Sandra Hargrove, Ranyears of Otaaco-Economy Auto
ny Nall.
stores have been built not only
Jimmy Brandon and Buzz is to register ..at any of the dy Lee, Edith Litchfield, Susan
on the dedicated service of our
Wilham were named as the firms along South 12th Street. McCann, Johnnie Stockdale,
One
must
be sixteen years old Tarea Roach, Deborah Rogers,
employees, but also on the in1969 captains of the Murray
or older to register.
terest and encouragement of
High team.
(Continued
on
Back
Pagel
The $1,000 in prizes will be
their families," said Julius SanCheerleaders iatroduced at
night, low 26 to 34. Partly clougiven on Friday, December 20,
diten, Chief Executive Officer
dy and a little warmer Thurs- the banquet were Debbie Ed- at 7:00 p.m. in time to cash in
f the firm. "So at this holiday
monds, captain, Kathy Lockday with widely scattered showfor Christmas. All participatAnita
hart,
season,
McDowell,
as most of our families
Cindi
ers or snow flurries.
Alexander, Kathy Crider, and ing merchants in the promotare unified, we feel it most apional
venture
are displaying
Jennie Barker.
propriate to express our apnentucity Lake: 7 a.m.. 354.2
two color placards advertising
John T. Hutchens of Puryear,
reciation."
the "shopping spree".
down 0.4. Tenn., was interred at the HaBelow dam, 303.7, down 0.6
Also participating merchants zel City Cemetery following the
are enclosing in their adver- funeral services Tuesday at the
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m.. 354.0
down 0.5.
tisements a promotional block. LeDon Chapel, Paris, Tenn.
Below dam, 3133. up 2.3.
Those persons who wish to with Curtis Ross officiating.
Sunrise 8:55; sunset 440.
enter the $1,000 Shopping Spree
Hutchens, age 89. died SunMoon set 7:01 am
Mrs Guasie Adams of the are urged to register at the day at 8:30 p.m at the Henry
stores
along South 12th Street. County General Hospital, Pans,
Selective Service office in Murray was presented a certificate Registration may be done be- Tenn.
FIVE-OAY FORECAST
Born February 24, 1899 in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) — of appreciation this afternoon tween now and December 20.
lb
Henry County, he was married
The five-day Kentucky w,pther by Air Force Technical Serg•
on- eant Joe C Skinner, local Air
to the former Katie Paschall
outlook, Thursday throug
NOW YOU KNOW
Force recruiter.
who survives him. He was a
day
The presentation was made in
former employee of Ford MoTemperatures will average 4
by United Press International
tor Company in Detroit, Mich.,
to 8 degrees below the normal the Selective Service office, loTOOTIN' OUT A TUNE — Thalia three clarinetists were among
cated in the Post Office. The
43-50 highs and 25-33 lows.
almost 300 high school
410 international conference a•ii moved to Puryear after his
and junior high school band members who participated
in the 21st
Precipitation is expected to certificate was presented in re• which established the modern reiTrement.
I Goad-State
Band
Festival Monday at Murray State Univer slty. Shown are (left to
Besides his wife he leaves one
total leas than a quarter inch cognition of "consistent and de- world economic guidelines was
right) Mary Jan* NorGet Your Christmas Tree at
tln,
Carmi
High
School,
Carmi,
Ill.;
Donna
Jones,
Murray
the
High School, Murray; and Lynn
voted service in assisting the held in 1944 in Breton Woods, sister, Mrs. Stella Keffler, and
in snowshowers around
F
the
Optimist Club lot next to
,
West
Hopkins
School,
High
N•bo.
Cosponsored
by the Murray State music departweekend with chance of rain United States Air Force Re- a village in the White Mount- one brother, Cloyce Hutchens,
ment and the First District Kentucky Music Educators
Freed Cotham on Chestnut
Association, the festival attracted
tooth of Detroit, Mich.
west Monday
cruiting Service."
ains of New Hampshire.
students from Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee and Indiana.
Street.

Three Will Attend
Chemical Meeting

Optimist Trees
Ca nBe Flocked

MSU Madrigakases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Judge McCuiston

Singers Sing
Here Monday

Four Persons Fined
In The City Court

Justice Black Says Court
May Have Erred In Term

Two Injured
Here Today

• Murray High Football Team
Is Honored Here Last Night

Twin Lakes Coon
Club Plans Hunt

Southside
Merchants
Plan Spree

e WEATHER REPORT

Honor Roll
At Calloway
Is Named

John T. Hutchens
Funeral Tuesday

Mrs. Adams Given
Certificate For
Devoted Service

qt,

Capt. Herndon Now
Serving In Vietnam

Otasco Employees
To Receive Turkeys
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MSU Voice Professor, Wife
To Perform In 'Messiah'

pubLIIIMED by LEDO= a TIMIS PUSLISRL
by United Frees international
NG COMPANY, As
ttime, Coneohdation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway TUNS
Ihday is Wednesday Dec 4,
. and
The Timee-Rersht. October M. HIM and the West Saateeklea
,
the 3219th day of 1968 with 27 to
January 1. 1002
follow.
ISO N. 4th
KtratedaSOSOI
The moon is full.
A Murray State University
A Mi
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
The morning stars are Mars professor
and his wife will be produced musicals,
was kil
and Jupiter.
Mrs. Clark now teaches piano
solois
and
t
blast h N'e reperve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the BMWs.
organist, respectiveA young Stewart County
The evening stars are Venus ly for
the December 5th per- at Murray and is organist for
year oi or Public Voice items which. toour opinion. are not far the Mt Woman drowned
early Baader and Saturn.
formance at Paris, Tenn., of First Methodist Church in
being b interest of our readers
morning when a car roKed over' On this day in history
"The Messiah". oratorio by Han- Fulton, Ky. She and her
=inert NATIONAL REPRIMENTATIVIIM: WALL
ACZ WITMER CO., LSO an enbankment and plunged into In 1910. President Woodrow del
husband met while she was on
McCr Meats= Ave, Memphis, Tema; Time Life Bldg. New York,
Barkley Lake near Dover.
Wilson sailed for France to atthe faculty of Westminster Choir
They
we
John I Stephenson Bidg Detroit Mich.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Larrie
The body of Lois Ray tend the peace conference for
Neal Clark. Clark, who is College
M Entered at the Pam Orrice, Mummy. Kentucky, for tranm
Wallace * of Dover Route 1, World War I at Versailles.
She has been accompanist,
aliab
on
as
dead it
vas recovered from about 2)feet In 1941, President Franklin professor of voice at Murray recita
Second Claes Matter
list and organist in a
Bloom
Unive
State
Roose
say,
velt
order
of
D
will
water
ed
be soloist number
the liquiat IZE am. Sunday by
of churches in New
Saturdi 817MISCRIPTION FLATUS. Fsy Oartiar in Murray. per week Me, per mmmbers of
His
wife
will
dation
be
organi
of
the
WPA, created in
st.
the Paristisnry
mantas 11.10 InOalloway and adning counts:a, per
Jersey, Missouri, Indiana and
year, $050; County Rescu
bY Polj Zones 1 at 2 WOO; 12aew
1935
provi
to
de
work
for
perfo
The
the
rmanc
e
quad
e
sched
is
and
uled
Parisi
here $1um. AUarricre subecripnons MAO.
Michigan. In Murray and vicinity
ed to
unemployed.
policeman Dean new.
at 5 p.m. in the sanctuary of she has playe
Dougu isirowory Mrs, Kristina Cromwell and Paul
-roe ountoonne ChM Meet et Ceatinsall
Barker
d extensively as
In
1946,
the
Unite
d
y is the
Mine
S
The Drowning was one of
First Methodist Church by a organist and
Perve)er look calm at their trial in Loa Angeles on charg
Integra/ et he Newegepare
accom
panis
He $
Worke
t
rs
Union
was
fined
$3.5
es
accidental deaths in Tennemee
chorus composed of singers from
plotting the murder of her husband Marlin for his $35,0
single
million for refusing to call off a numbe
00
counted
r of Paris churches. The
by
United
Plea a 17-day strike.
life insurance. Perveler also is accused of attempting
abdoin
the
otern
annua
I
ation
progr
l
al
over
am
is sponsored by Profs on Riot
the long In 1965, Ameri
WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 4 1968
murde
A sp
r of his first wife for insurance, and of the murde
ca's Gemini-7 Matinee Music
Coll
holiday weekend.
r
Club and directed
BERKELEY Calif. (UPII—
spaceship was hurled into orbit
divtsio
of his second wife for $50,000 insurance all policies doubl
e
by
Blake
W.
Rescu
Godfr
e
ey.
A
Squad
new
An
Commode on an unprecedented and sucteam of social scientists
depart
indem
nity.
Mrs
Cromw
ell
collec
ted, Perveler did not
offering will be taken at the at the University
BM Culey said Joe Maynard of cessful 14-day voyag
issued
of California
e around performanc
e.
Clarkselle was in the convertible the earth. On Dec. 15,
has been set up to move as fast
Hoope
GeminiClark has taught, conducted as policemen and newsmen
Wg TWIT= MESS 131111311MTIO1$AL
with the woman, but managed 7 and Gemini-6 made their
pin's 4
to
his- and sing since his
to except by cutting a hole
choir boy Investigate riots as they hapHe
ini torical rendezvous in space and days at an
Episcopal cathedral in pen.
the cloth top of the vehicle.
WASHINGTON — Norman Bennett,
2, we
circled the earth only yards amember of the
The crisis research team is
Kansas City. He holds degrees
According to a statement to
police Society of Automotive Engineers. char
directed by Rodney Stark, a reging before a Sen- the
Stewart County Sheriff, A thought for the day — from Westminister Chot College
in the ate subcommittee that automake
search sociol
rs go to extremes to Mayne
MI W. Main Street
Beltlir place easily damaged
rd said he attempted to George Washington said,'There In New Jersey and from Indiana by a grant ogist, and funded
Phone 713-2421
auto components in vulnerable rescu
from the Ford
Hoo positions
e the victim from the can be no greater error than University.
Foundation.
He has performed as soloist "Alth
Crack
tehrotaged ear but was unable to to expect or calculate upon favough many research ef"This type of design is not. only unne
for operas, musicals, community forts are being
cessary but in- do so.
LS sd:
ors from nation to nation."
direc
excusable, except for one reason —
choruses and oratorios. He endemic crises over ted to the,
Count
It results in expenCulley said
Mew, an
authority
sive
repai
rs
"
served as minister of music at which afflict the nation, there
set tb
eeperienced diver, hooked a
Bar
Lake Norman, Mirth Caro- churches In Indiana, Missouri has been a critical lack of
cable to the car, which was
1411 Olive Blvd.
WASHINGTON — Rennarti Davis
iegedl
, a leader of the dragged to the surface shortly lina:a largest lake. covers 33,- and New Jersey. He has directed close-up observation and study
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the transmission drops out,
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Olympic Star Breaks
Backboard Saturday

SPORTS

by CHARLES RICHARDS
UPI Sports Writer

Racers Rate High In
Final OVC Statistics

By JOHN G. GRIFFES
UPI Executive Sports Editor

they set out to do-put more bas
— Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor—
hits into the game.
Spencer Haywood didn't break By United Press International scored, 206.
Murray State quarterback Eastern
any records in his first appearBoth Harry "The Hat" Walker
Kentucky''s
Jerry
SAN FRANCISCO UPI - The Houston Astros' manager who is
ance in a major college basket- Larry Tillman, who threw a Pulls led in kicking with a
record
25
touchdown passes dur- record 52 points
pitchers are the big losers at acknowledged one of the games
ball game Saturday night, but he
the annual winter baseball meet- experts on hitting, and Cal Hubbdid manage to break the glass ing the 1968 season, was the Don Veatch of Murray and
Ohio Valley Conference's total Bill Casey of East
ings, but baseball commissioner ard, supervisor of umpires for
backboard on one of his driving
Tenneseee
offense and passing leader for tied for the lead in pass
William D. Eckert thinks the tans the American League, think the
jump shots.
the
year.
may be the big winners.
ceptions with six apiece.
;
width of the strike Lone-not the
His University of Detroit team
Tillman, a senior, wound up In team statistics. Murray
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first thing Red Schoendienist
yards Led the OVC in total offense
for changes that would put more many strikeouts.
time, with six andone-half minut- net offense,
all but 7 of them with 394.8 yards a game. Westsaid when he arrived here at
action In the game," said Comm"I don't want to accuse the
es left-and because of the lopsid- through the air, according
the baseball meeting was, "I'm
to ern Kentucky led in rushing
issioner Eckert. "I think they've umpires, because they're doing
ed margin and the time it would OVC statistics released
Tuesday. with 199.8 yards a game and
satisfied with my pitching."
done it, and they have put more a good job," said Walker. "But
have taken to find and install He completed 162 aerials
So what happened?
and led in total defense by yield• excitement for the fans into base- there's been plenty of "outside"
another backboard, the game was had 17 intercepted.
The Cardinals promptly went
ing only 206.7 yards total yardball."
strikes called. The result is that
The University School Colts out and
terminated.
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Murray State led in passing
it, pitchers were so good in '68 club per season over what they Wildcats last night as Gary pitchers—well, make it two new By United Press International U. S. Olympic team scored 36 40 times in Tech's 7-3
win over offense 243.3 yards and total
ones and
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tirstafter
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State Thanks- offense 394.8 yards while Ten48 ileum
There's a new script in the
way up there on those I5-inch times when the bat isn't making 40 seconds left to put the WildThey drafted left-hander Bo Southeastern Conference basket- transferring from a junior coll- giving Day to set a new Ohio nessee Tech led in passing de.
high mounds, "throw down from contact and there isn't any action cats out in front to May 67-66. Belinsky
Valley
Conference record in tense 108.8 yards.
from Hawaii of the ball picture-but the leading char- ege.
In the final 15 seconds the
those cliffs," and let fire with on the field."
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Pacific Gaast League Monday acters still are the same.
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Colts
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a
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everything they had at a nice,
at the free and picked up a pair
Hubbard put it this way: "The
game and 64th in its past 65 286 carries.
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of righlVanderbilt
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and
Tethrow
line
on
a one-plus-one I handers Tuesday
juicy strike zone.
complaints mostly have been abowhen they ac- nnessee are bullying opponents, games Saturday night, turning ba- The 40 carries also tied the points per game while Western
individual game mark set by Kentucky had the
But now all mounds will be ut the width of the strike zone. So situation and he hit the first quired Gary Waslewski
from just like in last year's script, ck highly regarded Purdue 94-82.
top defense
shot
but the referees nullified Boston
44 lowered to 10 Inches, and the what did they change? The heiPurdue's Rick Mount outscored Morehead State's Louis Rogan allowing only seven paints per
for utility infielder Dick and
the point by ruling that he
Louisiana State's PeteMaraearlier
this
slope leading up to them will be ght."
year.
Rogan
set the contest.
Schofield and Dave Giusti from
UCLA's Lew Alcindor 33 to 18,
had stepped on the line.
made "gradual and uniform" so
San Diego for infielder Ed vich is on another scoring binge. but two Bruin sophomores Curtis old season mark a week earlier
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howfor
with
278
the
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game Spiezio, outfie4cler Ron Davis,
hurlers can't come thundering pitchers has to do with earned
the passing and total offense
Rowe and John Vallely contribwere
Barnes
ever.
Georgia
expecting
of
stara
is
Fannington pitcher Phil Nuckles and catKentucky's Dickie leader with 2,206 and 2,213
downhill.
runs off relief hurlers.
uted 27 and 19 points, respectiv- Western
with 32 points and Nelson Walring role this year and flexes
Moore played in less than four yards respectively.
cher Don Breeden.
New Strike Zone
Relievers Hurt
Schreiber led
ely.
drop of University School with
games this year because of in- the ground
For Gitsati it was something its muscles tonight against tiny
And the strike zone, which used
Until now a reliever entering 30 points.
gainers with, 1,251
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Sewanee.
but
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meets
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of
three
a
OVC
"homecoming." The Cardiyards.
to extend from the top of the batt- the game at a time when there
day's first big day of the collFarmington (67) — Barnes 32, nals
i
The new records
acquired him from Houston Southern Methodist in the only ege basketball season, Kentucky careernle.
Billy Hess of Murray hauled
er's shoulders to a level vaguely would have been three out in an Sanderson
17, Adadms 6, Delk for catcher Johnny
are
other
Southeast
game.
yardage,
3,560 in an OVC record 13 touchdown
Edwards on
described as "the knees," will inning except for an error was 5, Harrison 4,
defeated Xavier of Ohio 115-77, touchdowns,
Shupe 3.
Kentucky,
34,
the defending SEC
and point: passes and earned top scoring
Oct. 11 and then lost him three
now extend only from the batter's not charged with any runs even
Kansas beat St. Louis 88-65 New'
Univ. High (66) — Waldrop
days later in the expansion champion, racked up its second
honors.
armpits to the top of his knees. if he gave up 10 before the final 30, Richey 14,
Mexico
downed
Abilene
Christian
Overby 11, Kemp,draft to San Diego.
COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
victory of the season Monday
What's more, some pretty broad out. Now he'll get charged with 6, AraM 3, Willoughby
97-58,
Houston
ripped
Southern
RESULTS
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Schoendienst was quite happy night with an 86-77 win over Miahints were tossed out that the whatever he gives up.
about his three added pitchers. mi of Ohio. Vanderbilt turned Mississippi 92-71, Ohio State tri- By United Press International
BEST HORSE
umpires were a bit too generous
Example: A pitcher comet in
East
"You never can have tbo back Southwest Conference pow- mmed Ohio University, 85-77,
NEW YORK '1.1a — Greentree
in giving pitchers credit for stri- with two out and one man on base No Kick Coming
many," he says.
er SMU 97-94. Tennessee opened Oregon beat Utah 88-69 and Dav- Springfield 92 Bridgeport 70 Stable's Stage Door Johnny' was
kes that may have been just a as a result of an error. The first
NEW YORK (1.1Pa — Pat
Hobart 87 Hamilton 70
voted the top 3-year-cold of
season Saturday night with an idson defeated VMI 82-72.
its
teeny bit wide of the plate, and man he faces,hits a homer; under Sununerall scored 563 points
Pete Maravich, a 6-5 jumpshot Bucknell 99 Gettysburg 54
1968 Tuesday by the Thoroughtrouncing
87-62
of
Buffalo.
there's going to be a crackdown the new rule he's charged with during a 10 year National FootColgate
101
led
the
Ithaca
nation
82
in scoring last
bred Racing Associations.
In other Monday night action,
ball League career, yet scored
on that.
one earned run.
Army 58 Lehigh 52
The son of Prince John, who
Maravich got 52 points to lead year with a 43.8 point average,
Two mighty good authorities,
Trades and the sale of a club only one touchdown. SummerSeton Hall 68 Loyola, Md. 62 began his career late in the
LSU past Loyola 109-82, Alabama opens his season tonight. LSU's
however, aren't so sure that the made other news at the meetings. all booted 100 field goals and
Pitts. 68 William & Mary 62
season, won the Belmont, Sarwas swamped by Duke 86-48, Mi- Tigers go to Loyola La. in an
points after touchdown,
C. rules makers accomplish what The St. Louis Cardinals, who 257
Calif. Pa. St. 87 Waynesburg 75 anac and Dwyer Stakes before
playing with Detroit. Chicago,
ssissippi fell to Texas 67-63,and effort to better their 14-12 record Brandeis 77
drafted playboy pitcher Bo Bel- and
Bates 65
a bowed tenden forced his reNew York.
Mississippi State beat Louisiana of a year ago.
insky on Monday, added two more
UCLA has two tough road gam- Boston St. 81 Westfield St. 77 tirement.
College 79-69. Auburn lost 51-49
Tufts 73 Lowell Tech 69
hurlers when they obtained rightto South Carolina Saturday night es Friday and Saturday against
Midwest
handers Gary Waslewski from t.)ut of Reach
BIRMINGHAM 1.71 — Ken- and Florida kicks off its new Ohio State and Notre Dame but
Mich. St. 90 SW Louisiana 84
the Boston Red Sox for utility
CINCINNATI (UPI) — Os- tucky's Dicky Lions won the year Friciay in the Sunshine Cla- is idle until then. Kentucky is
SAWCHUCK SIDELINED
infielder Dick Schofield-end rig- car Robertson of the Cincin- Southeastern Conference scorat Miami tonight and Houston is Ohio U. 80 Indiana 70
DETROIT lit — Detroit Red
By united Press International
Wisconsin 67 Kansas 62
hthander Dave Giusti from San nati Royals has never won a ing title the hard way—by sit- ssic at Jacksonville.
at home against Pepperdine.
Robert The Lienhard began
Kentucky Wins
Detroit U. 106 W. Mich 99, ot Wing goalie Terry Sawchuck
Diego for four players-outfielder National Basketball Associa- ting out the tail end of the
Other games tonight find Alabwill be sidelined for about two
his crusade Tuesday night to
Dan
Issel
Mike
and
Creighton
Casey
com93 St. Louis 75
tion
scoring
title in his eight- season
Ed Spiezio, catcher Don Breeden,
ama at Duke, San Francisco at Notre
weeks with a broken finger on
lead Georgia out of the basketbined
for
42
points
in
leading
Dame
84
Kings
54
year
career.
Lyons gathered in 11 touchpitcher Phil NucklesandoutfteldCalifornia, Oklahoma at Centenhis catching hand.
ball wilderness.
•
downs in seven games before third ranked Kentucky to victory ary, Kansas State at Cincinnati Wise Milw 84 N. E. Miesouri 68 Sawchuck was injured SaturThe 6-foot-8 junior center er Ron Davis.
Bradley
at
Oxford,
98
Ohio.
Wildcats
The
Augustans,
S. D. 62 day
being injured in the eighth aVM I at The Citadel,Southern Calduring a practice session
from Brooklyn scored 29 points
gainst Vandedrbilt. But his 88 held a 38-30 halftime lead and ifornia at Colorado, C. W. Post at Minnesota 75 Marquette 73
The Cleveland Indians obtained
when a puck hit the finger.
and grabbed 32 rebounds in
The first Harvard-Yale crew proved too
South
were
never
behind
in
the
conpoint
total
much
Long Island University.
leading the Bulldogs to a 107- veteran shortshop Zoilo Versall- race was held Aug. 3, 1852, on
Georgia Tech 87 SMU 59
for Auburn place-kicker John test.
67 slaughter of little Sewanee. es from San Diego in the contin- Lake winnepesaukee, N.H.
Davidson
105 Furman 70
Ruch
Thacker,
a
sophomore
; Riley, who finished five points
Guard Jerry Epling gave uance of a deal that sent pitcher
G. Washington 97 Richmond 93
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guard, scored 10 points in the
back
second
place.
in
D
a
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i
s
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N. Carolina 106 Oregon 73
support and
NEW YORK tat — Bob Fosfinal 31a minutes to bring the
Kickers
McCullough
Jim
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golf
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row
-a
reserve. Toni Brennan, called • /kit InsrAgli'eg deti
Southwest
ter is expected to defend his
Commodores fronihittind in the- Ladies Day and the rain
Water trying to drtelthe green 'Georgia and Tennessee's
by costa Kea Roseenond "the by Robert Start., national
light heavyweight crown against
a
struggle with Slal. Thacker check were introduced to base- Rice 83 Texas A&I 58
ir
Kramer
finished
and
third
fo
at
fifth
hole
the
Midtthe
best sixth man in the league," urer of the Democratic Party,
wound up with 12 points, but gua- ball in New Orleans, according Oklahoma St. 73 Arkansas 88 Frank DePaula Jan. 22 in Mad/
who purchased 100 per cent of Ocean Club in Tucker's Town, th in the scoring race.
contributed 17 points.
Tulsa 101 CalPoly, Poen 90
ison Square Garden. Both men
rd
Tom Hagan was Vandy's high to the Louisiana Tourist ComMiss
Ole
Punter
Julian
Fagan
Bermuda.
•
The contest seemed to veri- the Washington Senators for "in
Arkansas St. 92 Okla St. 73
will sign the contracts today.
• • •
mission
came
on
strong
scorer
at
season's
the
with
points.
24
a.
fy observations that Georgia is the area of $10-million." Short,
Of California's more than end to nip Georgia's Spike Jones
Maravich connected on 22 of
ready to bottle Kentucky, Van. who once owned and sold the Los
derbilt and Tennessee for su- Angeles Lakers pro basketball 550 golf courses, 75 per cent for the punting title. Fagan, last 34 field goals in continuing the
year's runner-up, claimed
blistering pace he set last year
premacy in the Southeastern team, said in a hardnosed state- are open to the public
• • •
41.6 yard average per boot. as the nation's top collegiate
. N. LeDuke & Son,ORAL
Conference after years of bot- ment that the Senators were "a
Surfing was imported from Conn Canale of Mississippi scorer. He also had 8 of 9 fr
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER
tom-rung mediocrity.
very poor second division team Hawaii during the 1930s.
State edged out , Tennessee's throws and 11 assists. LSU's
In the only other game played and worse financially" and vowed
• • •
Herman Weaver for third spot. Rich Hickman had 27 points.
by a major Southeast team to make whatever
The Chicago Cubs, who list
changes are
Georgia's Jake Scott, considAlabama fell behind Duke 23-9
Tuesday night, Georgia Tech needed to produce
"an artistic won a pennant in 1945, have ered by •many the finest defen- but
pulled to within eight points
trounced
Southern Methodist and financial success."
gone the longest without win- sive man in the league, walked
before falling off again for good.
87-59 with the Jackets' sophoning a flag.
off with the interceptions and The Tide's
more 'emotion Rich Yunkus
•
Gary Elliott was high
punt returns titles. He returngetting 26 points.
scorer with 21 points.
ed
interceptions
10
for
175
The
first of the Louisville
Tech broke open a tight ball
Texas Takes Lead
CAPTAINS NAMED
Slugger baseball bats was made yards and two touchdowns over
game with a hot shooting streak
Mississippi led Texas 30-27 at
HANOVER, N. H. SIPS — Tac- for Pete
the
season.
Runner-up
Bill
The Old Gladiator)
in the final 10 minutes and kles John
halftime, but the Longhorns came
Ritchie and Ernie Browning, star of the
Louisville Young of Tennessee had nine to take the lead with 14 minutes
coasted to victory that evened Babcock
will lead the Dart- Eclipses in 1884.
pickoffs
to
his
credit
for
58
its record at 1-1.
to play and never relinquished it.
mouth College football team
yards total return yardage
• • •
Tonight's schedule bee Ala- next season.
In
the
punt return depart, Ole Miss rallied to within two
The. University of Texas at
bama entertaining Texas, Mispoints with 19 seconds left, but
This is the first time in the Austin has
won more South- merit Scott handled 3frsitr an
sissippi at Arkansas A & M and college's
Texas built up a cushion of free
98-year history there west conference titles
average
return
of
12.6
Yards
than
Tennessee meeting Iowa State. will be football
any
co-captains.
including one that went all the throws.
other team. with 13.
Junior forward Jim Martin scway for a touchdown. Vanderbat's Doug Mathews averaged ored 12 of the last 16 points for
4•111=11'
11.8 yards in returning 30 Mississippi State to insure victory over Louisiana College, but
punts, two for scores.
Sophomore David Smith of senior guard Chuck Wade was
Mississippi State set a new con- high man with 22 points.
ference record in winning the
Among Southeast independents.
kick-off return crown. Two Florida State used its superior
kick-off returns amounting to height to manhandle Valdosta St73 yards boosted his year's to- ate 120-75, Johnny Arthur's 28
tal to 590- yards or 21.9 yards points paced Tulane to i 103-89
per run back. Lyons was sec- victory over Northern Michigan,
ond, followed by Mike Currier Memphis State bowed to Lamar
of Auburn and Vanderbilt's Tech 82-69, and Southern
SALE TINE 10 A IA_ RAIN Olt HUNS — LIJWC01 •YAR.AKE
MissDave Strong, the previous re- issippi was
beaten by Texas A &•
cord holder.
it
M 95-82.
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UK,Vandy,
UT To Be Big
Guns In SEC

SEC STATS SHOW
LYONS ON TOP

Georgia Will Be In
SEC Cage Race
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PUBLIC SALE

OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE & FARMING EQUIPMENT
313
ACRE
FARM

ACRE
FARM

Known as the Con McConnel Farm, located in Weakley County,
between Palmersville, Tenn., and Lynnville, Ky. Follow Tenn. Highway 89(Dresden and Palm ersville Highway) or follow Kentucky
Highway 381 (Lynnville and Sedalia, Ky. Highway). Turn east off
highway at Old Bethel Baptist Church. 1V2 miles to Big Public
Auction Sale. Selling on premises.

SPECIAL
ONLY 8
Reg. $1.20
REGULAR BOX

Saturday, December 7, 1968

One Day Only Thursday December 5

OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS REASON FOR SELLING

Ps«

"
)4

Thus fine farm located In Witakirry County consisting of 313 acres, more or less, has app.. 225 acres
in cultivation, also has about 225 acres under fenc• with plenty water at oil times for livestock,
i he form has good house and bane, also Tobacco barn. The land is level to gently rolling and Is easily
cuttivated with 4 row equipment and will producea Top Crop of anything grown In this area year
after year.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

II yen•
r
of yew Morison lading 0w•rood 1w.Mrs Is nntaliay row opportunity Nis 11•• Am. Is ••• sot/ •'sod rer crop Ism Ism
•••.4 15. drake Llywroth %mos/ IN.
solikb win pwsdi rb• Armor Is redo. Iwo crepe and lbw LI•wieck r• few wrIsEwrisa. COME
AND NAIN A LOCREI

fas)61

4 TRACTORS 4
1
1
1
1

1
We fix Sunday dinner seven days a week.

2 COMBINES 2
1
1
I
I

JO 45 combin• and 1 -JD 2-row corn header
92 Massey Ferguson cornbin•

Oars, 2...sry etdr,.......
1 011.• 2I-111- Mrs
' Orr
JO 71-14
1 JD 0 ''y
...r (earl
AC dish ld
1 pr. JD con draw
AN 11' RA I1Di
1 Ford 1-rer csho+.••••
'
1 le Fiend Oro
THIS EQUIPMENT IS GOOD AND WILL EWE YOU SATISFACTORY SERVICE ON YOUR F51151 AT • SAINIIMUsi OF EXPENSE
1

le mod yew *Muds Iwo sonfloly 1••10.41 Is ems* MY. WM row IN. Ilans and terwlas
anytime Milers dm, of s•Is For wry mildlrieusd
1.••••••1•• p••••• Paled Mr. Nara Ars.••••••• Firm •••• Cads MI, MEM. phew 515-22)0 — bor. Or. 234-118S, 141e0wwk Ey.. w
N L.O.awl Se& Awrr/wwws d Rod Reeve Onsbors, Ow* Area C.d. NI — 253-6524 or 253.754E, Tlyerrells. Tworia••,

It Is a proven foe+ that land Is one of your Safest Investments—flat Good Farming Equipment Pays
Good Dividends. We offer you both here at this Public Auction Sole on Saturday. Dia. 7. Don't Miss If!

Howell and Mary Jo Jones

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Katmai; fried ekickeit.
12th & SYCAMORE

4010 tractor and 4-row cultivator
40 JD tractor and cultivator
4000 Ford diesel tractor with 1000 hrs.
Super C tractor and cultivator

753-7101

MURRAY KY
Alb

OWNERS — HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
, AUCTIONEERS and
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
TIPTONVILLE, TENNESSEE — "Our Servic• Doesn't Cost — It Pays-

THIS IS THE HARD way to make a three-Yard Rain —
just ask Minnesota Viking fullback Bill Brown. Making
life rough for him are Iry Cross (left) and Roger Brown
of the Los Angeles Rams.

B. N. LeDuke & Son
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PERSONALS r Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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theme 753-1017 or 733-4947

Mr and Mrs Calvin Key af
Maze' has e returned home from
- week end visit to Lexington, i
..here they visited their son,
:Oran Key They were accom
lianied by Mr. and Mrs. Ray V
Rhoades and daughters, Mary
Jane and Dianne of Murray .
Route One. Stan attends the am`
University of Kentucky where
be is a member of the freshmen basketball team. Also via.
ding with Stan this week end
were his grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr of Hazel
While in Lexington they will
all attended the University of
Kentucky and Xavier basket• 'ball game on Saturday night.
•••
Mr and Mrs. Sam Dougherty and children of Tullohoma,,
Tenn.. were the Thanksgiving]
day guests of her parents, Mr.'
and Mrs. Fulton Young.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Bourke Mantle
of Bardwell spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp.
Their daughter. Miss Margo
Mantle, student at Murray State
University, returned with them
to Murray to resume her *a
dies.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Coleman
-- and children. and his mother.
1 Mrs. Lucy Coleman. all of Detroit. Mack.. have returned
''' home after a visit with relaOyes here
•••
.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Byers
and children, Melarne and
Keith. of Lexington were the
holiday guests of their parents'
Mr and Mrs Rex Byers and
Mr and Mrs Herman Lovina.
•••
George Green of Hazel has
been dismissed from the Henry
County General Hospital, Pans
Tenn
_
•••
Timmy Lee Todd of Murray
Route Three has been a patient
.at the Western BaptistHospita:.
Paducah.
• ••
Mrs. Hilda Rowland of Lynn
MISS BETSY CLAY McCLAIN
Grove has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Dr. and Mrs. George Clay McClain, 1310
•••
Poplar, Benton,
announce
the engagement of their daughter, Betsy
Miss Pamela Garland who is
Clay, to
suffenng from a fractured an- George Michael Cassity. son of Mr and Mrs. George Everett Cassity,
Benton.
Route
Three.
kle sustained in an accident has
Grandparents of Miss McClain are: Mr and Mrs
been dismissed from Lourdes
George
Hospital, Paducah, where she Edwin Jones. Kuttawa. and Mr and Mrs Leonard Edard McClain,
underwent special treatment Dresden. Tennessee She is presently attending Murray State
University, Murray.
on her ankle.
Mr Cassity's grandparents are Mr and Mrs Barnell
•••
Preston Lane, Benton Route Five. and Mr and Mrs
Albert Cassity,
Sr.. Murray Route One He is a student at the University
of KenThe seitest place on earth is tucky. Lexington. and is a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon SocCherrapunji. India, where the ial Fraternity
average annual rainfall is 35
A spring wedding is planned.
ref!
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IcClain-Cassity Engagement
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19'
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COLD DRINKS
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Miss Paschall And Mr. Thompson
Wed At The Mill Creek Cumberland
Presbyterian Church At Puryear

Miss Allbritten
Bride-Elect
Is Complimented

DECEMBER 4, l

Mr. and Mrs. Noel Camden of
Belleville. LH, are the parents
of a son, Gary Wayne, weighing six pounds 611 ounces, born
Thursday, November 28, at
three p.m.
Mrs. Camden is the former
Annetta Churchill, daughter of
Max H. Churchill of Murray
Route One. Mr. Camden is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Camden of Cahokia,

Among the first courted..
The Mill (..1.eek Cumberland Becky Johnson was bridesmaid.
booming Jerry. Am Allbritton
Presbyterian Church at Puryear They wore red vetvvelvetA-line
bride elect of Johnny Lee
was the setting for the beautiful dresses with bell shaped deeves
Brannon, was a Bridal Tea,
wedding of Miss Karen Dianne The dresses were accented
Saturday evening November 71,
Paschall, daughter of Mx. and with silver braid and they wore
at the beautiful home of Mrs. J.
Mrs. J. L. Paschall, of Route 2, silver heels. Their bouquets
T. Burton in Puryear, Tonnes.
Puryear and Richard Howard were white pompons, tied with
Assisting Mrs Burton as
WeItteetley, Decewebee 4
Thompson, of Parts Route 6. red velvet ribbon.
•••
The Memorial Baptist Church boatmen, were her daughter Jan,
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson served the
Brotherhood and WMS will who is mad of honor in the
W. C. Thompson of Paris Route bridegroom as best man and
hove a joint meeting at 7:30 wedding, Mb. Shlriey Osbron,
6.
Ronnie Johnson was groomsp.m. with Dr. Castle Parker and Mts. Quanta Osbron, Mrs.
Brother Harold Smot herman, man.
Ushers were William
Miss Nancy Sledd as 'peahen. Atkins Humphreys, Ws. Herold
pastor of the Oak Grove Baptist Brewer and Arvin Carter.
•••
Brannon and
Mrs GayIon
Church officiated at the 7:35 p.m. The bride's mother chose a
The women of the Oaks Alemander.
Miss Joyce Brandon, Decem- double ring ceremony on No- gold knit dress with which she
Country Club will have its reThe guests were greeted by ber 22 bride-elect of Steve Gor- vember 1.
wore brown shoes,white jewelry
gular day of bridge at 9:30 sin. Mrs. Burton and included
in the don, was honored with a bridal The wedding music was pre-and a corsage of white carnaCall Gem Andersen 753-7E31, receiving line with
Jerrye Ann, shower on Thursday, November sented by Mrs. Fred Myers, tions with touches of tulle. Her
hostess, by Tuesday noon f were her
mother, Mrs William 21, at the home of Miss Paula pianist and vocalist and Mr. bag was also matching brown.
reservations.
R. Allbritteat and Mrs. James Cook.
Fred Myers, vocalist. Selections The bridegroom's mother was
• ••
The charming hostesses were inckided "Melody of Love", attired in a
Thomas Brannon, mother of the
gray pinstripe
The Cherry Corner Baptiat
Mias
Bettie
Bucy
and Miss H. Engelmann, "0 Promise Me", dress. Her accessories
groom-elect Jerrye Ann was
were
Church WMS will meet at the
wearing a white sweeter knit Cook. The guests were greeted DeKoven, "Because", D'Harde- black and her corsage
were
church at 7:30 p.m.
the
at
door
by
Sheila
Miss
Er-line
dress
A
with
long
sleeves,
• ••
lot, "Hold Me", Schulte?, and also of white carnations and
win who asked them to sign
traditional
the
wedding tulle.
The Fasces Mothers Club will she wore a corsage of white the guest register.
marches, "The Bridal Chorus"
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m. carnations tied with a green
The
beautifully
appointed
ribbon, a gift of the hostesses
•••
by Wagner, "The Wedding Following the ceremony the
The grandmothers, Mrs. J. D. dining room table was overlaid March" by Mendelssohn.
bride's parents were hosts to a
The Flint Baptist Church
with
a pink linen cloth and
WMS will meet at the church Brannon, Mrs E. M. Allbritten centered with a gorgeous ar- The bride, escorted to the reception for all the guests
and Mrs L D. Wall were special
at seven p.m.
rangement of pink carnations. altar by her father, who gave attending the wedding, in the
guests and were seated near the
•••
All the other table appoint- her in marriage, wore an ex- social hall of the church.
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell will pre- receiving line. Miss Shirley ments were in silver.
quisite floor length wedding The serving table was covered
sent the program at the meet- Osbron was mated a: a round
Games were enjoyed by the gown of white satin and lace. in a white tablecloth with red
ing of the Elm Grove Baptist table, covered with a fringed group after which the bride- The lace bodice was scalloped satin bows and white bells at
Church WMS at the church at damask cloth of white with a elect opened her many gifts in- at the neckline, the bell shaped each corner and the center of
unique arrangement of white cluding a lovely towel
seven p.m
ensem- sleeves were of scalloped lace. the table.
• ••
carnations and tvy, designed by ble from the hostesses.
Her shoulder length illusion Mrs. Gail Brewer and Mrs 4
Mrs Quenteil Osbron. The
Thursday, December I
Miss Brandon chose to wear veil fell from a white satin Linda Bennett served the cake
The WMS of the Memorial guests were registered in a from her trousseau a two piece ciret
and her train was also and red punch
cl
Baptist Church will continue beautiful hand painted tride knit dress of pale apricot and of scalloped lace. She wore white
The couple left later for a
its observance of the week of book, a gift of Mrs. Myrtle May at her shoulder was pinned a satin heels and carried
a bridal short trip to Memphis and are
prayer for foreign missions at Ellison.
hostesses' gift corsage of pink bouquet of white orchids and now at home at McClain's
the church at 9:30 am.
Mrs. Gaylon
Alcamo:kr carnations.
pompons, tied with white velvet Trailer Court, Paris, Route 5.
•• •
greeted the guest and directed
The bride-elect's mother, Mrs. ribbon.
For traveling the bride wore a
The Town and Country Home-]them to the dining room where Eldridge Brandon, wore a blue
The maid of honor was Miss pink plaid suit with brown lizmakers Club will meet at the the table was centered with a knit dress, while the groomVnetta
er
Paschall and Mks zard shoes and bag.
home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, five branch sliver candelabru elect's mother. Mrs Roy Gor-,
m
Cardinal Drive, at 630 p.m. holdirg white candela
and an don, was attired in a two piece
on Thanksgiving were Mrs. C.
for its Christmas dinner meet- epergnette
of white porn porn green knit suit They both wore
C Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Raying.
corsages
white
of
carnations,
chrysuithe
mums and
white
•••
mon McCuiston.
gladiolus. The table was covered gifts of the hostesses.
• ••
The Good Shepherd United
Mr and Mrs. R. R. Parker of
Thirty-six guests were prewith a white imported linen
Methodist Church WSCS will
Murray Route Three had the
cutwork tablecloth Carrying out sent or sent gifts.
• ••
meet at the church at two p.m
pleasure of having their chilTwelve of the nation's 50
with Mrs Allen Poole in charge the color scheme of gooseberry
dren
home for Thanksgiving.
greeen and white, the bride's
The first Spanish settlement
largest commercial banks are
of the program.
They
were
Lt.
Col.
(retired)
chosen colors, punch was served In California was at San Di•• •
Dale Parker and Mrs. Parker based in New York State.
ego.
The Kirksey Baptist Church from a crystal punch bowl by
of St. Charles, Mo.. and Mrs.
WMS will have its week of I Mrs Quentell Osbron. Dainty
R C. Snell, Jr., and children,
I
prayer program at the church 'sandwiches, party coo bet, mints directed to view the beautiful John, Chuck, and Jennifer, of
See Kaye Doran when yes
and nuts were also served. ,array of
at 6:30 p.m.
gifts by Mrs. Atkins Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
need a plane at...
• ••
Coffee was poured by Mrs Humphreys, Mrs.
Mr. Snell was unable to be
Terry Burton,
LEACH'S MUSIC
TV
The Elm
Grove Baptist .Harold Brannon from the silver Betty Brannon, Joyce and Paula present as he was on a busCen..r
Church WMS will meet at the coffee service.
iness trip to Turkey for the
Osbron.
Phone 7534575
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mts.' The guests were invited to the
OPZIV TILL 4.011 P.M
Eighty guests called during Ford Motor Company.
Jesile Roliartp. as program lea- spacious recreation room and the appointed hours.
Other guests of the Parkers
4. • • •
The First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 9:30 am. with Mrs. Bob BOlington as program leader.
• ••

1
A

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Joyce Brandon Is
Honored At Shower
At The Cook Home

•

•

•

tissisissisismissmssssssssmststsstssmssssss •

riday, December 6
The WMS of the Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
the church at 9:30 a.m.
•••
The Senior Citizens Club will
have its Christmas party and
potluck luncheon at the Community Center, Ellis Drive, at
12 noon. Gifts will be exchanged. Mesdames Lela Shackelford,
Meme Mattingly, Birdie Parker,
and Edna McReynolds will be
hostesses_
•••
The
Elm
Grove
Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
Brigham Futrell as program
leader.
• ••
The First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 9:30 am with Mrs Robert
C Miller as program leader.
•••
The annual dessert benefit
card party will be held at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
1:30 p.m sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club Tickets are one
dollar each and may be purchased from members or at the
door
• ••
Sunday, December II
The Murray State University
Women's Society will have its
Christmas buffet at the Student
Union ballroom from 5:30 to
7:30 p m Mrs James Claypool
and Mrs. Bailey Gore are social co-chairman and Mrs Harold
Fversmeyer
is
decorations
chairman.
• ••
The annual open house of the
Murray Art Guild, 4th and
Main Streets, will begin today
from one to five p m Open
house will be from 11 am, to
four p.m. December 9-13.
• ••
Open house will be held at
Woods Hall, Olive Boulevard
and North 14th Street, from
three to five p m.
•••
Monday, December 9
The American Legion • n d
Auxiliary will have its annual
Christmas dinner party at the
Legion Hall at seven p m Commander Folsom urges all members and their families to attend.
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Age Old Prob/em—

Unfaithful Husband
By Abigail Van Buren
•
DEAR ABBY: I have an age old problem. An unfaithful
husband. I've long suspected that he and the woman he has
been transporting to and from work were more than "friends,
so I started to watch him more closely. I followed him orw
night when he said said he was going to visit his mother, and
he went to her place.
We had a showdown and they confessed they were
love." I threatened to tell their employer if they didn't stop
seeing each other. They promised they would, but I think
they're lying.
I am 42, have three children and I doubt if I can just
"forgive and forget." Besides, I haven't worked in 16 years and
he represents security to me.
I'll never be able to trust him again. and I'm sick of
putting up a front for our friends. Should I divorce him and
start over again at my age?
CONFUSED

0

•

•
when you
AC a TV

500

DEAR CONFUSED: Confusion is a temporary state,
divorce a permanent one. I wouldn't advise anyone to make a
permanent move while in a temporary state. Evaluate this
situation with your husband when you both have your wits
about you and are less emotional and more objective. You can
always divorce him. What's the hurry?

•

•

DEAR ABBY About a year ago I quit my job as an aid in
a hospital to go home with a 90-year-old man who wasn't
supposed to live much longer. He has one old maid sister who
is his only living relative, and she is 88
This old man has a lot of money, and I was told by his
sister that if I went home from the hospital with him and
stayed there until he died. I would get $5,000 in cash, and he
,:woukil leave his house to me.
Well, this old man's health seems to be getting better all
the time, but I don't feel so good lately. I am a poor old lady 63
years of age and I quit my hospital job to come here to work
for room and board and $20 a week Now his sister tells me
if I don't feel up to working. they will replace me with a male
nurse. What about the promisee'
MYRTLE
DEAR MYRTLE: If you have nothing is writing, you need
•lawyer. If you can't afford one, seek help at your local Legal
Aid *society.
DEAR ABBY: I just finished reading the letter from the
19-year-old virgin. It gave me great strength because I am
an 19-year-old virgin. I am a Negro freshman in college who
was about to be convinced by my "fella" that virgins don't
exist anymore, especially Negroes.
I realize now that it doesn't matter what color you are, you
should go by your own high standards.
I am truly convinced that when the right guy comes along,
the "right" place to say "yes" will be in church, and the
"right" time will be on my wedding night.
Thanks so much for all the guidance you have given me
and many others. Sincerely,
"FIGHTING FRESHMAN" [Lubbock. Texas]

•

•
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal., 90o69 and
enclose • stamped, self-addressed envelope.
FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO KNOW." SEND 91.00 TO ABBY. BOX OM, LOB
ANGEI.ES. CAL. MM.

South 12th Street
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this stamp issued in Austria. where the Christmas carol was
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Murray, Ky.

Ballard or Pillsbury

DEAR ABBY: I am a 35-year-old man who is tired of the
bachclor life, all my friends are married and I would sincerely
like to find a wife r have a lot to offer as I am good-looking Iso
I'm told], own my own business. and I don't have any bad
habits I couldn't break if I wanted to.
The problem seems to be that the minute a woman shows
any serious interest in me, I back off. I like a challenge! It is
said that the "fruit at the top of the tree is sweetest." Why is
this so' And why must I insist on the unreachable"
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We reserve the right to limit quantities.

DEAR STILL: The fruit at the top of the tree isn't an:',
sweeter than the fruit within your reach, you only imagine it is.
The truth of the matter is that you probably don't really want
the fruit. You just enjoy reaching for it.
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Yield, Price
On Burley
Said Good
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"Better than expected yields
and satisfactory prices," was
the way that Agriculture Commissioner Robert Miller described
the opening of the 1968 burley
auction season.
Miller elaborated to say that
many had predicted for the past
two months that the total production of burley in Kentucky was 1 CHICAGO IMPORT -Dolliael
Walker i above . prominent
going to prove to be considerably
below the official Crop and Live- Chicago lawyer and president of the Chicago Crime
stock Reporting Service estimate
of almost 385 million pounds. If Commission headed the 90man investigation into the
this estimate should be accurate,
violence during the Demoit would place the1968 production
in Kentucky at about three per ce- cratic National Convention
there in August His report
nt above that of last year. The
said the violence was "overreporting service has also prewhelmingly" on side of police.
dicted a yield of 2,45o pounds per
acre, about 65 pounds stove last
year's ylerci,
Price-wise, Miller said, he did ; can expect better yield than renot expect any drastic changes corded in 1967. The commissionduring this sales season. He not- er's office has received prelimed that the support prices had be- inary reports from various areas
en slightly revised upward by, of the state showing a spotty
about three per cent. The topl production picture this year. For
support price this year is 711 example: Glasgow, Greensburg,
cents per pound and goes down! Horse Cave, all indicate increasto 30 cents. In order for a basket ed yields - while Lexington and
of tobacco to go to the dealer or Shelbyville report farm yields as
manufacturer, a bid that is is at being down. Increases are releast one cent stove the support ported from Winchester, Richprice per pound must be made. mond and Somerset. London, LoFailing to get such an advance, uisville and Carrollton indicate
the tobacco is consigned to the little or no change from last year.
pool" under the non-recourse
Miller pointed out that perhaps
loan program. According to the
three things have contributed to
1968 loan rate, an average suppmaking the actual yield data apport price of 63 one-half cents
roach the forecast of the Crop
per pound is provided to the
and Livestock Reporting Service
grower. Last year's crop actuand fool many of the experts:
ally sold for almost 72 cents per
1. More of the trash and II yings
pound.
were retained on the stalk than is
Miller pointed out that this,
usual at housing time.
was considered as a "usable"
2. Although the individual leacrop but declined to predict any l
ves are thinner this year, they
drastic price advances. One resel
son for caution, Miller said, was are longer and wider and have
the fact that this is a "luggy” a Large stem. .
crop. Such lug grades ar e already • 3. The growers continue to
in excessive amounts in pool Increase the plant population and
as a consequence produce more
stocks and he thinks that the maleaves per acre.
nufacturers will not create any
unusual demand for such grades
again this year. Factor's com1111ST NI:XS (is
bining to make the lug grades in
surplus quantities are price and
the limitations of blending.
The agriculture commissioner
Pined with other observers in
anticipating a strong demand for
the so-called red grades that are
essential in the blending of a filter cigarette. Nearly unprecedented demand for red and tips
expected this season and a strati.
demand for flyings is also anticipated. The red grades are also
a major portion of pipe tobacco
mixtures and the pipe tobacco
manufacturers are expected to
compete stroogly for this quality.
Commenting further on the apparent miscalculations many observers had made regarding the
expected yield for this crop,
Miller said that it was not until
N
the warehouses had commenced
to weigh this year's crop starting November 15 did it appear ogjEgrioN --- This is the
that the total yield would be grea- Christmas stamp issued by
ter than many had expected. He the Post Office Department
reasoned that Kentucky had a which the American Jewish
very Unusual growing season with Congress says violates the
most of central Kentucky lacking First Amendment's guaranrain at critical times. However, tee of separation of church
many other areas were getting
and state.
rainfall at the proper times and
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TO PARIS
-NO pposum"---Peace negotiator W. Averell Harriman tells reporters in Washington that he anticipates
no problem- in transfer of
Vietnam peace talks to the
Nixon administration
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MEN'S IMPORTED
MEN'S 31"
Fisherman Knit Sweaters

SURCOAT

Hospital Report
Census — Adults
98
Census — Nursery
4
Admissions, December 2, 1968
Miss Harriet Williams, 1708
Olive, Murray; Mrs. Janice Ca• they, Route 2, Murray; Mrs.
Martha Humm, 1602 W. Main
Street, Murray; Mrs. Vadie
Parker, Route 4, Murray; Aaron Chapman, 209 Woodlawn,
Murray; Miss Sandra Colson,
Route 3, Murray; James Wise
hart, Route 1, Hazel; Mrs. Geneva Kendall, 102 Garden Street,
Murray; Mrs. Vickie Baker and
baby boy, 513 Whitnell Ave.
Murray; Mrs. Ora Farris, 1010
Dodson, Murray; Robert Thomas, 1508 Henry, Murray; Mrs.
Evelyn Wallis, Route 2. Murray; Mrs. Thula Douglas, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Addie Rumfelt,
Route 2, Dover, Tenn.; Washington Futrell, 1011 Olive, Murray; Mrs. Eva Gardner, 1619
Hamilton, Murray; Mrs. Dollie
Linn, 412 South 8th Street, Murray; Mrs. Mary Garland, Route
$ 3, Murray; Andrew Taylor, Almo; Mrs. Gertie Byers. Route
1 Hardin, Mrs. Susie Easley,
403 North 5th Street, Murray;
Baby boy Edwards, 755 Project
Rd. Murray.
Dismissals
James Nix, Box 331, Murray;
Raiford Beane, 1300 Sycamore,
Murray Mrs Donna Edwards
and baby girl, Route 1. Benton;
Mrs Jewell Parks, 625 Ellis
Drive, Murray.

Get into the Fashion
Swing with this 100%
Wool full turtle neck
sweater. In a Beautiful
Diamond Knit Pattern of
Natural color.
Sizes S-M-L-XL Compare
•
at $10e95.

13
A worse hang of Cress
Country Cariseloy with Oriels Pd. WE,Balky Heather
Knit, rolled calm 6 Paneled
Mitered free* will. concealed
packets in
lociutihrl
Fall

Sketios, Weathered Bronze
or leach Leaf Sizes 36 se
46. Campine at $39.43

4

Ladies' Fisherman
KNIT SWEATERS

181E 6

66
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MEN'S 301'PERMA PROS Men's NYLON
JACKET 833 JACKET ?'

•

Step in StyI• with this 77% Cotton,
231% Poly Zip out Pile Lining
°wilted sleev• Innag.
tip fronf
vrieh lkscrocircla Cellar
Colon
Navy, Olive, Whiskey.
Sires
36,. 46 Reg 112.1111

There are s million automobiles In Los Angeles County
—one for every 2.2 persons.
• • •
About two - fifths of the
world's population over 15. or
700 million persons, are considered to be illiterate. says Col* hers Encyclopedia.
• • •
The oldest national anthem
sung today is the Netherlands'
"William of Nassau." dating
from 1626.
• • •
The deepest lake in the world
is Lake Baykal in Asia with a
depth-of more than 5.700 feet.
• • •
As of 1960. It was estimated
that 88 per cent of Americans
had at least one television set.
• • •
The average bird requires
eight times more oxygen %%hen Z
flying than when at rest
•

•

Long eleersit
100%
Italian Wool. Turil•
Necks
Crew
and
knit
Coble
front,
bock and sleeves In
Natural
NotI,rally

KODAK

Worse but Light Wesght
Oiarriond
Square Patient with turn down
Zip front. Knit Cuffs and
cellar
2 largo pockets.. 100% Ptyieto
Shott, with Son bonded Dacron
Sines S-M-L-XL a Skim
U

Smack Lades lead Reel.
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BELL & HOWELL

'COLOR MOVIE
FILM

sl"

MOVIE
OUTFIT
Induaes: Model No. 346 Super 8
mm Movie Projector. Model No.
3400 Super 8 mm Movie Camera,
Camera Case, Movie Lamp, 400-ft.
reel, 400-ft can and Movie Screen.

Ladies'
Head Scarfs

Captvr• all 4.... priceless
Kochaceler
rnemeinfs
on
14•4/18 Fars
sineenen

Never before at this price. Everything you need for home movies
Camera is equipped with zoom
lens, electric eye, for professionallike movie making by the amateur.

Model 134

21"

HAMILTON
BEACH (tcovia)

Even the kids will enjoy
operating this simple - touse camera from Kodak.

ELECTRIC
TOOTHBRUSH

Cgntrece, Seamless,
Nude Heel, Micro Mesh.
Colors: Tropicana, Coffee, Shadow and Sugar
fleige. Sizes A, B, C, D.

188

•

1
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Total employment in California has increased nearly 65
per cent in the past 15 years

YOUR MANLY WELLINGTON
(7992)
• Popular 8- height
• Uppere of leather-and-vinyl
cembination
• 100'; A.erilan lining for
warmth
• Sizes 64.12, in black

Regular $9.99

,011 HIE
I

BIG

77c 88
Acrylic
squares
fringed
colon
savariss

scarf
and
head
Long scarf with
and. in aseerted
Solid and plaid

'1"

Specia

REGISTER NOW

Gift of Fashion...
Danty Hose

INFANTS & CHILDRENS
SNAPPY SNOWTIMER
BOOT
SPECIAL!!
Infants Keg. $222
to $3.49

$8.00

Chltds

• Easy-on snap-and-zip side
ng
• Warm manmade shearling
lining
• Crack resistant vinyl uppers
• Flexible crepe sole
• (Irnpctted), sizes 84-12,
12-3, in wl-'te

$244

SOUTHSIDE maw"

1,000
WANT A JOB with the Nixon
administration? Han .y s.
Fle'nlinfl. at his desk in
Washington. is the prem• dent-elect's personnel chief
and the man to see. He is
filling about 2.000 policylevel positions that pay between 520,001 and 528,0oo
year. -The goal." says Fiem•
ing, -is to have eVery policy
Job in the government filled
by Inauguration Day.-
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SHOPPING SPREE
South 12th Street
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Murray, Ky.
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AND WRAPS UP TERRIFIC EXTRA VALUES IN A HUGE ANNUAL

FREE
George Washington
BEDSPREADS
You may win one of these
beautiful spreads FREE.
Register today and every day.
One to be given away every
Saturday, Dec. 7 through
Dec. 21. Nothing to buy,no
obligation...you don't even
have to be'Oresen t to win.

If you've still lots of gifts to buy, don't
panic! We've a plentiful selection of
things to please anyone on your list ...
all at budget-minded prices. Come in
today!

COME SEE OUR EXCITING NEW STORE SHOP IN NEW EASE AND COMFORT NATIONALS
NEWLY REMODELED AND ENLARGED STORE IS READY FOR HOLIDAY SHOPPING.
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PURCHASE
COAT SALE

Exciting N
!DRESSES7
/
$ 99 '4

1

+Petite
+Junior
+Misses
+Half Sizes
One and
two p iece
styles...shirtwaists, shifts, Alines, skimmers and
coat styles. Fabrics
iaclude blended
fabrics and knits o
textured weaves.
Interesting collar,
pocket and front i
treatment

Arlibarabg

88

Textured weaves in all wool and wool blends
New styles and colors with interesting shoulder and sleeve treatment's. Lightweight insulated linings. Juniors', misses', and half sizes

Extra Value CANNON BATH TOWELS
28 x 48 solids, two-tone,
heavy weight lac:guards,
solid color jacquards,
heavy multicolor prints

$1.99

Better Face Towels (irr.)
Heavy Wash Cloths

MAYFIELD Ky. — More than
15 medical technologists will
attecui a special workshop on
blood banking techniques on
Dececnber 6, here at Fulls-Morgan Hospital. The dim*
son will be common erosionalch problems and blood banking
problems. Mr. James Radford,
regional supervisor for Pfizer
of
department
Diagnostics,
Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., will
conduct the workshop. It is cosponsored by the Local Technologist Society.
This workshop is one of more
than 150 on blood banking techniques and Wood grouping sentenced each year throughout
the United States by Pfizer Diagnostics as a service to the
profession.
For a successful transfusion,
bloods do not have to be idiotical but they must be compatible. If they are not compatible,
a reaction or agglutination will
occur which may cause serious
illness or even death. For this
reason, from 5 to 25 tests by
trained medical technologists
may be involved to ascertain
that a donor's blood is compatible with that of the patient,
and vice versa.
Pfizer Diagnostics feels that
a highly effective means of
transmitting information about
these complex tests in through
demonstration and technologist participation via the clam
room OT workshop route, rather
than by written, printed, or
even audido-visual methods. It
is for this reason that Pfizer
Diagnostics has instituted a
program in which technical representatives from its New York
headquarters and in the field
conduct blood banking work- shops for local technologists in I
various towns and cities.
These workshops are devoted
to the study of new techniques
in determining basic ABO blood
grouping, the presence of the
Rh blood group factor, and the
detection and indentification
of rare but potentially danger-•
ous irregular antibodies in
blood. Both the Rh factor and
these irregular antibodies have
been found to be the 90urce
not only of transfusion reactions
but of erYthreblastesis Weis,
a disease in infants resulting
from the incompatibility of
blood between mother and
child.

4

Pfizer Diagnostics says its ,k
workshops have proved so pop- To
ular that requests from hospitals and blood banking organizations for workshops seasions
are mounting at an ever increasing rate. To Pfizer, it has
been rewarding to experience
the acceptance of the workshop
program and to spread a working knowledge of new and improved blood banking techniques to more people.

A Terrific Group of Coats that
would normally sell up to $29.95

$

Classic Balmacaan

UTILITY
COATS

The amethyst is the birthstone for the people born in
F`ebruary.
• • •
In 1967, Texas farmers invested nearly 819 million for
chemical weed control in crops.

..

The Portuguese codfishing
armada — 66 ships and 5,400 I
men — is the world's largest,
says the National Geographic

)
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Permanent press Bates
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35% cotton .Size 8-20
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With these tecihiques, for enample, the possibility of erythroblastosis can be determined
in pregnancies and physicians
can conduct exchange blood
transfusions which can save the
lives of up to 97 percent of infants affected with the didease
who are born alive.

NOW ONLY

Favored Styles
Colors and
Fabrics for the
Current Season
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All Purpose Coats
1

‘i
Miss Agnew

ZIP-OUT LINING 8-18

$11.88

Gift Boxed
I
1 Pillow Case Sets
I $1.99 & $2.88

Men's
GIFT GLOVES

$4"

Domestic capeskin lewsIses bt
black only fur lined S-M-1.-XL,

Men's
MEN'S PAJAMAS I GIFT BILL FOLDS
3
$50
$399

"
$193
$1°°
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e.
.
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novelties

MEN'S TIES

Rep. Ken
DEATH TRAPS
Hechler, D-W. Va., tells reporters in Washington that
the hation'm coal mines are
death trap, and that neither
the public, the industry, the
unions nor the government
has shown proper concern.
He Said he would move to
strengthen a mine safety bill.
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BLIND MAN KILLOVIeDennis
Chandler, 29, is 'known in
custody in Stoneham, Mass.,
the third man arrested in the
murder of a blind Boston
civil rights leader. The other
two, brothers, are Alvin
Campbell. 35, and Arnold. 33.

Rising Cost
Health Care
Faces Nation

JACKSON, Tenn. — One
hundred and twenty-five years
ago today Lambuth College was
chartered by the State of Tennessee.
Jackson Mayor Robert Conger has officially proclaimed
this week, December 1-7, to be
observed by the city of Jackson a a "Lambuth
College
Week."
This special week completes
the year long celebration of
Lambuth's 125th anniversary.
This is the second time that
the city has given special recognition to the Methodist College. The mayor also proclaimed "Lambuth College Week,"
December 2-9, 1987, launching
the anniversary year.
In proclaiming this special
week Mayor Conger said:
"Whereas, Lambuth College
has served the City of Jackson
and this area since its inception on December 2, 1843, not
only as a source of higher education, but as a cornerstone of
social, cultural, and moral values; and . .
Whereas, Lambuth College has through these
many years upheld the highest
standards of a liberal arts program of education; and .
Whereas, Lambuth College has
for 125 years rendered outstanding service to the state and
nation; Therefore I . . . do
hereby proclaim the week of
December 1-7, 1968 as Lambuth
College Week and urge all
Jacksonians to participate fully
in the celebration of this significant anniversary."
A formal convocation featuring the former United States
Commissioner of Education, Dr.
Earl J McGrath, will be held
Friday, December 6, at 10 p.m.
in the Memorial Chapel. All
friends of the college are invited and urged to attend this
final event in the year long
celebration, President James &
Wilder, Jr. said.

One of the maior issues facing
the nation today, the problem of
containment of rising healthcare
costs, will be the focus point of
the Secretary's Regional Conference on Health Care Costs to be
held at the Holiday Inn Town in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania on December 10 and U.
M. D. Dewberry, Regional Commissioner for Social Security
in Charlottesville, Virginia, Director of the Conference, said that
MONTGOMERY, Ala • UPI)
approximately 200 people, repre- — A real ;state executive litre
senting leaders in the health predicts a bright future for the
field, the insurance industry, bu- Industry in 1968
William K. Nicrosi, president
siness and labor, consumers and
purchasers of health care, will of the Montgomery Board of
meet in an effort to discuss ex- Realtors, said in a spech deperiments and methods which livered at • meeting of the
will contain health care costs National Board in Dallas that
demand for housing will be
while at the same time assuring
moderately strong.
quality service.
He said this demand would
Participating in this confer- be based on three
things peoence from this area are: Miss ple want better homes, are
Nadine Turner, of Murray, who making more money, and are
is President of the Kentucky moving more.,
Nicroal estimated the number
Nurses Association and Captain
Gaylord T. Forrest, Community of houses and apartments in
Mental Health Center of Western the nation would increase 1.4
million this year. This is
Kentucky located in Paducah.
Dewberry announced that the slightly more than 1987 and
Conference Chairman is Dr. Rus- considerably more than 1966.
He said only one-third of the
sell A. Nelson, President of Joh- homes sold each
year are new
ns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
since 1963. Dr. Nelson is a past
president of the American Hos- Horne Accidents
pital Association. The keynote NEW YORK (UPI) Deaths
speaker on the opening day will n home accidents in the Unitbe Thomas M. Tierney, Director d States increased 5 4 per cent
of Social Security's Bureau of rom 28,000 in 1985 to 29,500 in
Health Insurance. Tierney was 1966, reports the Insurance Inpresident of the Colorado Hos- ormation Institute.
pital Service (Blue Cross) for 10
• • •
years prior to his present appoi- The nation's largest
alumintment in 1967.
num anodizing plant is located
In Rosamond. Calif.
• • •
Ladybugs eat Insects in orAn acre-foot of water is 325,872 gallons, or enough water to chards and melon patches, and
cover one acre of flat land to fields of wheat, oats and barley.
a depth of one foot

Realtor Sees
Bright future

Win 4-H Chicago Trips for
Recipes and Dog Training
•

A girl who made her own
pizza recipe in her 4-H Dairy
Foods project and a girl who
trained her dog in club work
have found that hard work in
4-H can pay off.
Karen Agnew, 17. of Henderson, and Sheila Eckstein, 18, of
Valley Station. are delegates to

Miss Agnew

Mks FAA&

the 47th National 4-H Congress
in Chicago being held Dec. 1-5.
They are sectional award winners in their projects
Miss Agnew's congress host is
the Carnation Company, which
earlier had presented her with
a wrist watch when she was
named state dairy foods award
Winner
Miss Eckstein's trip is provided by Ralston Purina Corn-

tep. Ken
tells reton that
nines are
it neither
ustry, the
,vernment
concern.
move to
lately bill.

0

pany. dog care and training
sponsor. Her state award had
been a transistor radio
The two girls were selected
by the Cooperative Extension
Service.
The exciting congress brings
together young people from
every state and Puerto Rico. The
theme is "Commitment to Re
spansibility."
Miss Agnew d i- ughter of Mr
and M's. Lloyd Anew, said she
chose dairy foods for her 4-H
project becaose "I didn't like
milk and needed to learn to
like it."
She makes her own ice cream
and prepared 24 different demonstrations on tasty dairy foods.
Her own pizza recipe was used
in her 1968 demonstration.
Miss Eckstein. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Eckstein,
won top honors by training her
English cocker spaniel. Penny,
to obey and heed established
uniform simple commands
Penny flunked out of the first
two dog shows in which she was
entered. But Miss Eckstein kept
working until the dog swept to
top honors.

Lean,
lr ifierETS
WIENERS
Spar
namreaety RIBS

Pork ROAST 290
O SAUSAGE 390
Make

Fresh, Meaty

Pork Neck Bones - Pig Tails
Fresh Pig Feet 19fb
U.S. Choice

59C
-34

lb.

Krey All-Meat
12-oz. pkg.

Lean,

4

lb

B
Krey

T-BONE

STEAK
Nabisco
Premium

Pork BRAINS
lb.
i V9 BACON

Field Worthmore

SLICED

CRACKERS 1-lb. box 2W
Roll

49'

STOKELY

& Beans
16-oz.

can.
for

3 98

- 15-0z.

PARAMOUNT

PEAS & CARROTS 249/DILL CHIPS i6OZ

FISHER -

6-oz. pkg.

1-1b. pkg.

Vietti

NO BUGS

SHELF PAPER
SPANISH
PEANUTS

1-lb.cup

29J0

2W

COFFEE

Folger's

lb.
tin

89

Lge. 2/
1
2Can
O'Sage
Yellow
Freestone

PEACHES3'49°
— FROZEN FOOD —

Morton's Peach & Apple 20-oz.
PIES
3 for 119e
Frosty Acres 2-1b. pkg.
FISH STEAKS
9Se

Frosty Acres 8-oz pkg
BROCCOLI SPEARS 2 for 39e
Frosty Acres 12-oz cans
ORANGE JUICE __
3 cans $1
Frosty Acres 16-oz.
HUSHPUPPIES
29e

-7i-petruit
JUICE 3
Big Bmther

Kraft - 2-1b. box

VELVEETA

9c
9

— PRODUCE—
White or Red Seedless
GRAPES
lb. 19e
Cooking or Eating - 4-lb bag
49e
APPLES

Fla. Juicy • 1-1b. bag
ORANGES
39e
US. No. 1 Red
POTATOES ____ 10-lb. bag 39e
Yellow - 3-lb. bag
ONIONS
19c

Pride of Ill.
Cream Style

2 350

CORN

46-0z.
Cans

303

Cans

SALAD BOWL

Yukon's Best

FLOUR

25-lb. bag

SALAD
DRESSING

$199/

Quart

39'

3
4-0z. Cans
MORTON HOUSE - 12/
BAMA

SLICED

BLACKBERRY
JELLY 18G-Oz. 3W

BEEF - PORK - STEAK
MRS. HUBBARD'S

LUCKY PIES

49it
2W

1-Doz. Ctn.

CARNATION EVAPORATED

2lbs 4W
MARGARINE
LIGHT TUNA 2 39it
BLUE

BONN"

6e -Oz.
Cans

VAN CAMP

Vegetable Shortening

Snowdrift

3-Lb. Can

MILK

3 49f

Mc('AMPBELL'S
IODIZE!)

SALT 3

26- C,
noxes

PARKER'S'34erket

dig

•

4

edit'
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Coleman, Wilde Coleman, Jerry
Collins, Steve Collins, Philip Darnell, Has Dodd, James Dodson,
J effrey
e,
Eldr B
ga
Adaills: Jerry Dukeld
jr.ry Ednards
idS - _
Steve Ervin, Michael Farley, Ronate Flood, William Guinn, Max
'ore, Mike Grogan, Joel Griffin,,
.,N Herndon, Kenneth HeroJoil, Ricky Harris, Freddie Hi- jggin.s, Jotuuay Jones, Curtis LaRandy Lee, Kenneth Lax,
The Calloway County Chapter rub
'
of the Future Farmers of Amer- Russell &tunes, Randy Kohr,
ica held Its regularly scheduled'Rol
jf
l :
el
silel
LivOin
rto
*;
, James murdo.
meeting recently.
The meeting was called toick' Philip Morris, Myron Smith,
anece, Keith Norsworthy,
order by the President Kent Mikek pNas
hall Billy Potts, Gary
McCuiston. The minutes were
Potts, Earl Pritchett, John Pruiread and approved,
The followuie items of bus- tt, Pat Ross, Charles Rushing,
iness were discussed: Particip- David Smith, Terry Smith,Jackie
ation in Burle show and sale Smith, Harrell Stark,James Thoand presentation of pins to the nipson, Charles Tucker, Jerry
following officers: President Ke- Tucker, Randy Tucker, Richard
nt McCuiston, Vice-President,R- Watkine, Paul Woods, Ricky Tucker, John Wyatt Robert Yeager,
etina Owens, Secretary
"POLICE RIOT- This Is one of the scenes of violence in Chicago during the Democratic NaRogers, Treasurer, Danny Gall- and Jan
tional Convention, causing an investigative cxrinussion to
report that strife was "overova), Sentinel, Danny Chapman,'
whelmingly" on the side of police and amounted to a "police riot"
Reporter, Ronnie Geurin.
The following boys were preTumor Research
seated their Chapter Farmer pin:
BERKELEy, Calif. UPI)—
Randy Bean,Danny Belcher, Phil- It a developmen
t that may asip Bonner, Danny Brame, Larr) sist cancer research, University
Burkeen, Steve Caraway, Jerr) of California pathologists have
Chapman Darrell Cleaver Ste- discovered a "medicine" that
ye Coleman, Ronnie Colson, Ric- destroys bacteria-caused tuky Crouch, Billy Dodd, Steve mors in living plants.
The compound is now being
Duncan, Richard Eldridge, Gary
Evans, Grundy Falwell, Ronnie manufactured for agricultural
Steve Holt Jackson, 17, Fancy Concord; Graves County, Sheila sewing,
writing poetry. horse Green, Jimmy
Greer, Darrell use, but medical researchers
Farm. and Debby Ann Quinton,
say it offers hope in the human
Faye Duncan, 17, Hickory. and
back riding, playing piano anc Hill, Tony
Hopson James Hal16. Kesal, have been named Pursports, and is interested in
disease They note it is
an, John Mahan, Jackie Nora- cancer
chase Area winners in the 1968 Mart Raymond Bruce, 11, May-the first evidence of
career in the Reid at art.
a selecBallard
field:
worthy,
County,
Sammy Pruitt, Steve Re- rtvely
Juitt
4-H Award of Excellence Protoxic agent that cornwLand, Paul Rushing, Tom Wok-- pletely and
gram, according to an announce- Keith Denecese, 13, La Center;
consistently demore, Danny Williams, Kerry stroys tumors without
ment by William E. Moss, area Marshall County, Sherma Dean
injuring
Williams, Tim Wright, Johnny the host."
Powell, 16, and John Bruce
extension specialist.
Young,
Morris
Reeves,
EarlScbThe selection qualifies the two Usrey, 14, both of Benton; Mcroader, Richard Stone, Terry
youngsters to compete in the Cracken County Mary Suzanne
Boisterous Budgie
Tyler, Johnny Prescott, and Danstate-wide contest which awards •d,13,Paducah, and ThomSOUTH TOLWORTH, Engny Paschall.
fl Scruggs, 14, Kevil,
$1.800 in U.S. Saving Bonds to as
land (UPI)—A green parakeet
At the October meeting the was on the loose here after
Albs Olsen is Os dlinghter
the 10 most outstanding 4-H Club
following boys were presented chewing his way through the
boys and girls in Kentucky. A of litt.'Sind Mrs.'Kara E. Quintheir Green Hand pin: Earl Ada- stout wire mesh of his cage.
$500 Savings Bond will go to the ton of Kesel Rt_ 2. Ar homer stums, Don Bailey, Ronnie Boggesis "He is fierce and has a nasty
boy and girl ranking highest in dent at Ballard County High
Steve Carr Randy Clark, ?dike bite." said owner Jack Reed.
overall excellence and judged School, she is a member of the
the most outstanding 4-H Club
members in the state, while a
$100 savings bond will go to each
of the eight runnersup.
In the Purchase area, tbe winners were selected from a field
of 15 4-H club members, a boy
and a girl from each of the eight
counties but one, which entered
STEVE JACKSON
only one representative. Jackets
represen.s the Carlisle County
Jackson, the son of Mr. and
4-H program and Miss Quinton
Mrs. James M. Jackson, Fancy
is a representative of Ballard
Farm, hopes to pursue a career
County.
that combines his interests in
The other comity representachemistry and agriculture. The
tives.
Carlisle County High School
Hickman County. Wanda Faye
senior has been involved in a vaSamples. IS, and Gordon Lynn
riety of farming projects in lde
Samples, 1.5, both of Clinton;
4-H work, raising tooacco, shipCarLsle County, Cathy Allena
ping tomatoes and soybeans. In
DEBBY QUINTON
Nicholson, 16, Bardwell: Fulton
addition to his 4-H activities, he
County, Mary Lucille Coble, 17,
participates in FBLA and the
Fulton: Calloway County, Dor- yearbook staff, the school paper
Beta Club work and enjoys huntstaff, Beta Club, FHA, FBLA,
ing, fishing, trapping, basketball,
othy Jeanne Jarrett, 16, Murray, and the Lettermen's Club. She
stamp and coin collecting, and
and David Ray Smith, 12, New enjoys drawing and painting,
bowling.
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1961 2-tan
Phone 733

and add 200,000 feet of floor space

Work is scheduled to begin in February 1969.

CHUCK

Roast
4,54

Remember--It's the Total
on the Tape that Counts

Pork
Loin
5R •
BACON
4%

Sliced as
Mixed
Chops

MATCHLESS

CHUCK

Roas
t
69c

IslandMsest
tour-piece set
cline China
with purthase of
8 Or rnorP oa!,o^
Chevron gasoime

Island Rose Fine China is gracefully fluted and delicately
designed—yet durable enough for everyday use because it's
dishwasher safe! Get your 4-piece set: dinner plate, salad
;-, •-• tele and saucer for just $1.29 when you purchase 8 or
more gallons of Chevron-gasoline.Other serving dishes ci-im p2ra"My priced. Come,to gievrern Istind and start your collection!
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OIL

•CI,oarit

oom

CM•••••14•6•Noirrelot CAT/
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•
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I.G. A. 303 can

Del Monte

CHILI
with

Family Scott
Bathroom

raiz eau=
or 433-4651.

CATSUP TISSUE
19

BEAN

NOTICE:

We
Vacuum c.lea
era, irons,
appliances.

14 oz bottle

290

WILL DO b
home, day a
6116.

4a3
r
i
Pk

303 can

IGA

HELP

Bush Green & White

FRUIT

Rags

I lb can

0

Aunt Jemima

PANCAKE
MIX

COME Aog Food
690 12/$1.00
Paper Shell
WALNUTS I EC S poiiToE

FULL ITME
ed immediat.
after 7:00 p

with free syrup)

lb can

450

4

Diamond BABY

lb bag

59c20l

5.
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ace Drive-In
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LAUNDRI

Juicy Florida

Ripe yellow

Fresh Crisp

Phon
Ai

BANANAS Tang ones CARROTS
100 2%
2119c I

Per

•

2. Mainter

I lb pkg

doz

lb

IGA Soft Drinks
12 oz. can 9c

Gerbers Baby Food
can 9C

Open 24 Hours Daily - - Closed Sunday
1,
WE SELL TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS ii
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO L IMIT
QUANTITIES
Pric•s
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/his ad good through Decemb
er 10

1
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FOR YOUR I
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Maxwell House

By STEVE LIBIY
Wrst(. Esperuilly for Central Press and This Newspaper
ITS AN EASY MATTER for American visitors to miss----quite
unintentionally - much of the local color and charm of any city.
Particularly is this true in a cIty of Londonai'vastness, with so
many attractions on the itinerary.
There's one place in 'London town which everyone should seek
out—a place to which any taxi driver will take you, to which any
Londoner will direct you, and which is convenient both for underground or bus passengers.
The place is Petticoat Lane, most famous of all London's Sunday morning street markets You'll not find Petticoat Lane on a
street map, though--it's a part of Middlesex Street, although it's
a place-name which dates back several centuries.
There once was a real Petticoat Lane, though. Long, long ago
a winding country lane ran through fields called Hog's Lane and.
by 1596, this area was a well- r
From junk to jewelry, virto-do neighborhood of houses,
small cottages and gardens.!tuallY everything known to man
With prosperity, in 1603, it took is 9°1d here as well as a numa more delicate name: Petticoat I her of items which even the
salesmen themselves cannot acLane.
curately define. It's a "flea marTraders settled there three
finest.
centuries ago and sold their ket" at its very
• • •
wares In an open market
- a
THE APPEAL of the market
market which flourished and its
fame spread. The street name Is divided between very real bargains and Theparticular brand
changed in the early 19th cenof humor of the Cockneys.
tury to Middlesex Lane and by
Operating the newest of the
that time It no longer was even
remotely rural But Londoner* outlets are Jo and Jackie Joseph, who run Cockneyland Cencontinued to call the area Pettitre. In their shop. London's
coat Lane.
Pearly King presides over hand• • •
made souvenirs such as "Pearly
TODAY the area represents dolls. Cockney food is available,
one of the most fascinating cortoo: jellied eels. savaloys and
ners of a fascinating city. It is sausages.
the Cockney's market, and the
There is something of a mutraders spare no effort to gather seum atmosphere at
Cockney.
crowds around their Stalls. Its
land Centre, as well. Replicas
color and excitement are Grown
of the crown Jewels are on disacross Britain.
play, and so are old hand-carts
Petticoat Lane is an out-ofand wheelbarrows long used in
doors selling atmosphere
alive Petticoat Lane.
with "show -business." One
The cautious shopper, seeking
sales
wizard, selling table china,
toss- something truly unusual_ to
es an entire dinner service
into bring home to Aunt Susan or
the air of a juggling act,
with- the children, is sure to be Inout breaking a single
piece. trigued Everything from anEverything is available,— fisaw tiques of rare vintage to
Rink
potato peelers to hand
-crocheted Is available and the Cockneys
neckties. from picture-post
carde of Petticoat Lane don't mind
to "bangers" sausages home- haggling over a shilling
or two,
made
either

1965 FORD
top, local c
equipment.
steering, pov
tory air. H
2-door hardte
steering and
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lb

lb

Cocktail
4/$1.00
A bird's-eye view of London's famous Sunday morning market place—Petticoat lane

1965 FORD
hard-top, 3G
Beige with
1988 Oldsia
door hardta
cal car, bit
roof. Pam
brakes and f
Department,
7th at Main

lb

U.S. Choice
Boneless

1968 MERC
hard-top, A
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Catalina sts
low mileage
power steel
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Quarter

U.S. Choice

Jackson, Quinton Named Purchase
WinnersInla Excellence Program

Lotion's Petticoat Lane
A "Must" for Tourists

NEW GMC
chrome si
moldings, e
Hatcher At

THE BOARDWALK CONVENTION HALL in Atlantic City is shown with its new addition, to
be completed in August 1970, sketched on. It occupies 7.74 acres, will cost $10.4 million,
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Caknotsrs
AMSTERDAM (UPI) - The
Dutch are consuming about 75
million cakes per year, for an
average of 21 cakes per family.
according to trade sources. Of
the total. 30 million cakes are
home-baked.

Lexington
3,443,816 75.01
London
633,190 74.21
Louisville
484,508 74.39
Mayfield
310,856 73.51
Maysville
1,009,780 74.88
Morehead
565,710 74.88
Mt. Sterling
731,300 75.03
Owensboro
846,156 74.55
Paducah
No Sale
Paris
586,650 75.11
Richmond
736,300 74.56
Russellville
637,530 74.57
Shelbyville
1,283,666 75.10
Springfield
740,970 74.87
Somerset
576,374 73.96
Winchester
597,448 74.95
Total
22,336,482 $74.73
• • •
New Britain, Conn., is know:
as the "Hardware City."

LA PLATA, Argentina (UPI)
Time Thief
Kentucky burley tobacco sales
-An order to municipalities to
1r ForTWO APARTMENTS are to be11111111111111.
MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina Tuesday as reported by the
eliminate "parasitic and bothNEW FURNISHED apartment, 1 UPI)-Po1
found in this house which is
INSURANCE & REAL
ice checked antique state Department of Agriculersome noises" has been issued
k bedrooms, den-kitchen com- shops here
located within walking distance ESTATE & MORTGA G
for a "hot clock."
ture:
by Governor Francisco Imaz,
bination. Located 100 So. 13th
The clock was stolen from Markets
of town. It has electric and gas
LOANS
Pounds Average
chief of Buenos Aires province.
Street. Kelly's Peat Coetrol.
the Southern General Railroad Bloomfield
heat and a nice shady lot. It's
524,022 74.61
Argentina's largest.
TFC station and was more than 50
1961 2-ton FORD flat-bed truck priced to sell at only $9,000.
Bowling Green
910,990 74 08
Among the noises aimed at
years
SPANN
old.
WILSON
a
APARTME
FIVE
NTS, yes that's
Phone 753-3422 or 753-2806.
2-BEDROOM house with carCarrollton
are loud phonographs, adver1,233,382 75.15
205 S. 4th
Murray,
right
apartment
five
Ky.
are
to
s
port,
baseboard
heat. Wired for
tisements broadcast from lowD-5-C
Covington
274,772 74.41
be found in this big building.
washer and dryer. Couples on- Three-Car Families
flying planes, and car radios
Cynthiana
542,770 74.93
NEW GMC pick-up, wide bed, There is currently an inoome
MONTGO
MERY,
Ala. (UPI) Danville
ly. Close in. Available now
blaring on the streets.
773,766 74.78
chrome side moldings, rear of $370.00 per month on this
Phone 753-2987 after 5:00 p. as. -There are more than a mil- Franklin
No Sale
moldings, snow tire*, $2050.00. complex. Each apartment has
lion three-car families in the
NOTICE
1)-5-C
1,273,552 74.63
Hatcher Auto Sales.
United States, according to an Glasgow
D-5-C a private bath and private enAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
513,312 74.78
trance. There are two bed- EVERY MONDAY night, 5:00 ROOMS for three boys, 301 article in the Alabama Trucker Greensburg
1968 MERCURY Gouger, 2-door rooms
Harrodsbu
10:00
rg
to
m.
p.
p.
575,124
m.,
'4
fried
74.44
Magazine.
North
in two apartments and
12th Street. Phone 753wo mama UM
hard-top, V-8, oneowner car, one bedroom
ACROSS
whipped
potatoes, 1579.
The article quotes Lynn Henderson
3-Vessel
No Sale
in the other thicken,
D-6-P
MO COMO 000
3,000 actual miles. Yellow and
4-God of love
country
gnivy,
Townsend, a vice president of
colts
slaw,
rolls
only
1-Delu
ROOOD
des
O UOOMMO
5-Stalk of grain
' Ws priced at
black, 2-tone. 1967 Pontiac three
$21'- and butter, ;1.00. Holiday Inn, ONE-BEDROOM Trailer, $40 per lChrysler Corporation, that 11c;kinsville
243,026 74.19
500.00 completel
6-Part of
y furnished
900O 00
.
6-Hebrew ictler
Catalina station wagon. A local TRANSFE
month.
Also
private
lot for Mo- nearly 2.4 million new driver Horse Cave
flower
DO00 DOU 0000
RABLE LOAN is one liwY: 641 S°W-11, Murray, KY'
1.233,434 74.48
7-Teutonic deity
low mileage wagon. Blue with feature
11-Rumor
OMB MIUMMOMS0
Dec -20-C bile Home. Call 489-3623. 13-6-C icenses are issued every year. Lebanon
754,078 74.85
of this two-bedroom
Make into
12-Wipes out
power steering, power brakes brick house
00
000 WWI OM
leather
located at Lynn sucraoLux
14
-Exists
00303
SALES
608M DUO
&
Serand factory air. Used Car De- Grove. It
9-A continent
has electric heat, vice, Box 213 Murray,
15-Civil iroury
00001 OMM MOMO
10-Delegate
Ky, C.
partment, Parker Ford Inc , 7th hardwood
floors, carport, util- IL Sanders.
17-Close
OM UOU0
11 Hardship
Phone 382417E.
at Main. Phone 753-5273 D-5-C ity room,
ponarlo USOMOU
IS-Alcoholic
and storm doors and Lynnville Ky.
13-Fragment
,
H-Dec.-24-C
beverage
OMM
MODUO MOU
16-Weary
1065 FORD Gelarie 500, 2-door windows. It's priced at $11,500.
20-Goes by
BriD 02000 UOM
19-Per
taining
to
hard-top, 390 C. I. D.-4 speed. and for only $2,000 down and SPECIAL CHALSTMAS GIPTwater
the Navy
23 Swiss river
Beige with black vinyl roof. $81.00 per month it oan be Murray Woman's Club cook21 -Boundary
32-City in Italy
44-Parts in play
yours
with
this
6%
24
loan.
-Spoken
books
Kentucky
and
scenic
1968 Oldsmobile Dynamic 88, 234-Employs
47-Assistant
22-Strip of leather
26-Indite
door hardtop. Low mileage, lo- BEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL, this placemats. Call 438-2345 or 75349-Evergreen tree
36-Grates
25-Musical
28-Symbol for
52 Prefix center
instruments
37 Spares
cal car, blue with black vinyl place has three bedrooms, two 4496 for information. Dec.-19-C
tellurium
54-Animal's foot
27-Artrit's
38 Dines
roof. Power steering, power baths, study, den, living room,
29,Song and,
57-Co
mpass point
stand
1969 CALENDAR PAD refills
40-Spurted forth
dance show
58 Initials of
brakes and factory air. Used Car dining room, carpeting, kitchen
30-Russian
for desk calendar stands are now
41-Gastropod
26th President
31-Angered
Department, Parker Ford Inc., with built-in appliances, censtockade
mollusk
60-Pronoun
In dock. Buy them, or come in
33-Aleutian
7th at Main, Phone 753-8273. trial heat and air, and patio.
island
and order larger quantities,
*RI 2 3 4 3 4•Xlill 7 ill9 10 '620
It has a transferable loan.
tee.
13-5-C
35-Comfort
9:821
:
VC;IN
51 ACRES with neat 2-bedroom from Ledger & Times Office
i.:•
ii
36-Let go
;•:•;.12
1965 FORD LTD 4-door hard- house. This place has carpet- Supply Department.
D-7-NC
AN ..,.
39-Awaits
ill
14
top, local car with the right ing, nice paneled kitchen, bath,
settlement
ADVERTISING and Commercial
42-Chopping
equipment. Gold, with power good stock barn, fences, and
Photography, Interior, exterior
Is
tool
20
steering, power brakes and fac- large pond. Owner is going to
t9U23UU
and aerial
43-Lance
photographs. For
!
tory air. 1965 Buick LaSabre the Army and needs to sell.
24
23
45-Grant use of
MI26
further information call 75328
Zdoor hardtop. Red with power Will sacrifice at only $16,000.
46
R2
-Music:
7
as
3007 or 753-7430.
D-4-NC
29
,shaering and power brakes. A SHA-WA COURT is the location
•30 El 31
written
32
48-Bar legally
local automobile. Used Car De- a this neat three-bedroom ANN COLSON is now employed
oceire.:33
50-Macaw
ce
partment, Parker Ford Inc., 7th brick house. it has two baths, at The Hairdresser, 202 S. 6th.
KM4Ak
111035
ao.4!:!:
4.(:•
?:
51 -Stiffly proper
at Main, Phone 753-5273. 134-C nice kitchen and family room Call 753-3530 for appointment
32
36
all
53-Undergarment
1111:;:
:
:39
and carpeting.
•••!.
D
55-Note of scale
Wei,43
'MOVE BEFORE Christmas to
56-One who delights 42•
"
WHILE
DOING
your
this
Xmas
brand new four-bedroom
im cruelty
SERVICES OPPERED
46
47 :::::::411
59-Gleasy paint
brick. It has lovely carpeting, Shopping, step by our Gift
W.:
51-Hebrew festival
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and two baths, huge utility room, Shop at 516 South llth Street.
51
52 :X*:'Xi'53
33
52-Stitched
4:::!..!:!:6
REPAERS or REMODELING. built in appliances and extra We have a wide variety of gifts
IEEE estimates. Call 7534123 spacious cabinets in the kitch- to choose from. Mary and James
or 4354661.
Dee..ie.c en. This one is priced to sell Cohoon.
13-5-P
•:44:61
15 CHILDREN UNINJURED This house, in ruins in Opelousas. La., was moveti 25 feet off
and has central heat and air.
70.:•:.
its foundation by Comedic winds. but 15 children inside came through initppltoped-Wii
Xl0
'BELTONE factory trash hearNOTICE: We repaire all makes ROBERTS
DtAtr. by
nited Feature Fyndicate. Inc
REALTY, 505 Main ins aid
4
batteries
Vacuum cleaners, toasterz, mix- St., Phone
for all snake
753-1651.
D-6-C hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
era, irons, heaters, all small
appliances Ward A Elkin", WE THREE-BEDROOM
H-1TC
brick on
Maple.
Dec.-26-C Kenieland Drive, large den, two
FOR
SALE
PEANUTS
ceramic tiled baths, central
WILL DO baby sitting in my heating
I LIKE Twos THE BEsT :ThEY'RE
HAVE You DONE THOSE OPASION
TN1N6 SPOILS NUMBERS FASTER
and air, with transfer- DIAMONDS area girl's be at
NUMBERS ARE
home, day or eight. Phone 753 able 6% VA
SORT
OF GENTLE THREES AND
loan. Call 753-6803 friend- until she finds Blue
PROBLE
MS
FOR
TOMORR
OW
?
THAN
A LOT ARITI-ImETic!
E3EAUTIFu
6185.
L.D-3-C for appointment. FIVES ARE PAEAN, BUT A FOUR IS
13-5-P Lustre for cleaning
carpets.
ALWAYS PLEASANT..I LIKE SEVENS
BRICK HOUSE; three bedrooms, Rent electric shampooer $1.
ANC) EIGHTS,TOO,BUT NINES ALWAYS
D-7-C
two wa., custom &AMIN Western Auto Store.
SCARE
ME „TENS ARE GREAT.
NIILP WANTED
car-pct
throughou
sad
t. $33.- 5-YEAR-OLD Setter bird dog,
800. Call 733-8787 tor appoint- broke. Phone 753-5086 or 753EXTRA INCOME
assist
rrc
OPPORTUNITY
I34-C
Reliable man or woman. No NICE 3-Bedroom
brick, air-con- DIAMONDS are a girl's bed
selling. Refill and collect from dttioner. Priced to sell.
Phone friend--until she finds Blue
SSW type coin-operated dispen- 753-7550.
1)4-C Lustre for cleaning
carpets.
mn in your area. We secure
locations Must have car, refer- HOUSE FOR SALE: 30' x 40', Rent electric shampooer $1. TidD-7-C
ences, $650 to $2,000 cash in- three-bedroom, two-story house well's Paint Store.
vestment, for equipment and with basement, an lot 70' x 215', USED -BEDROOM furniture.
by Ernie Bushrniller
Inventory. Ten hours weekly detached garage, air-condition- Good condition, 753-7665. D4
-P
tan net excellent income. For ing, wall-to-wall carpet, custom
personal interview, write, in- drapes, and fireplace in living TWO unfunnshed rooms downcluding phone number, to, Cal- room, one block east of hos- stairs, close in. Elderly couple
Ton Supply Company, Inc., WO pital and close to school and or lady preferred. Telephone,
Bryan Avenue, Lexington, Ken- town, 701 Elm, 753-8825. 1)-5-P lights, and water furnished.
$25.00 a month. Call 753-6173.
tucky 40505.
D-4-P TWO-STO
RY BRICK, close to
D-4-C
WANTED: Baby sitter from town and university, 5 bed
rooms,
2
baths, screened in TWO FOURS, 2 Carter AFB's
11:30 a. as. until 5:00 p. as., Monon Eldebrock aluminum intake.
day through Friday. Phone 753- porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493.
8023 after 5:00 p. as.
Jan.-8C Phone 753-8428 after 5:00 p. as.,
D-5-C
for 283 or 327 Chevrolet. 13-5-P
FULL TIME farm laborer want-TRACK Stereo tape player for
4
ed immediately. Phone 753-6713
AUCTION SALE
car. Phone 753-5737.
after 7:00 p. as.
1)-9-P
1)-5-C
AUCTION: Saturday, December
NIGHTTIME WAITRESS need- 7 at 10 a. m., at the late Mrs. TWO TOY white Poodles, ARC
ed, 5 to 1 shift available, five Connie Ward home in Tri City, registered, two males, $80.00
days a week. Do not call about Ky. Will sell complete house of each. Call after 5 p. as., 753this Job but come by the Pal- nice furniture, appliances, cook- 3949.
1)4-P
ace Drive-In.
TFC ing utensils and dishes. Some MAGNUS electric chord
organ.
items are: nice couch and chair,
Phone 753-2849.
D-5-C
reclining rocker, T. V chair,
end and coffee tables, portable ALUMINUM fishing boat and
Abbie'
N Slats
T. V., two nice bedroom suits. motor, $125.00. One gas space
OPPORTUNITIES
lots of pictures, lamps, linings, heater $10.00. Two 6.50 x 13
'
BACK TO THE STATES!! THEN
quilts and embroidery, electric mud and snow tires, $5.00 each.
NOW OPEN
DO NOT-1.
WHAT AM I DOING IN PARIS?! YOU
range, refrigerator, chrome di- Two-wheel metal trailer, $35.00. GUI- I REMEMBER TREES k
KNOW. C'EST
DON'T HAPPEN TO
ROWENA
SHE
...
MARR1EE
D
AN
nette suite, lots of dishes, two Two laundry tubs on roll aDOMM AGE?
at
REMEMBER THE
antique rockers, numerous it- round stands $5.00. Phone 489- AMERICAN... AN'THENGUIS NAME
POUF!!- BACK
ems of glass and china and 3623.
1)-5-C TO HER OWN
other antiques. Self propelled
lawn mower, Lots of hand and 1953 HARLEY-Davidson Motor- COUNTRY.
garden
tools. This is just a part- cycle, 165-CC. Boys 26" English
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
ial listing. A real nice lot of Racer Bicycle. Phone 436-2379.
merchandise. Sale by Otto
D-5-C
Phone 753-2552
Chester Auction Co., Lynn TROPICA
L FISH, many kinds,
A gpol 1S.55
Grove, 1(y., call 435-4042. A all
sizes, from 35t to $30.00.
Sale Service That Pays.
1TP Phone 753-7407.
1)-5-P
1. Presser
AUCTION SALE, at the R. H. BOY'S
SUITS, coats and etc.
Austin home, 2nd house south Sizes
6 and 8. Also ladies suits,
2. Maintenance Man
of Post Office in Dexter, Ky.,
dresses and accessories in sizes
Saturday, December 7 at 10:00 12
and 14. Cheap. Phone 753D-10-4*
a. m. Selling: 3 beds with mat4950.
tresses and and springs, 1 chest
of drawers, 1 dresser, 2 leather .22 CALIBER Semi-Automatic
covered rockers, floor lamps, rifle, Remington Model, Nylon
oil stove, 2 electric heaters, 3 66, with Sovereign Apache 4 x
Lil
'Abner
by Al Capp
electric fans, 3 rugs, RCA port- scope, like new $45.00. .22 caliable television, RCA radio, air- ber revolver, Ruger Bearcat,
NATCHISWIM .UT
Di DN'T
conditioner, I dinette set, 2 re- new $40.00. Shakespeare WonNO DOGPATCH ER
frigerators, 1 electric range. derod and Penn Peer casting
KNOW
WOULD
DREAM
Antiques, side saddle, 1 table, reel, cost $23 95, never
TAR
used, THE PUN iSHMENT
0'
DE
FAC
I
N'
k
sene lamps, lard press, half- sell for $10.00. Call 753-7215 FOR
DEFACING
WAS
OUR ELUVVID
, hand tools, and other it- after 6 p. m.
To be in full char e of payD-8-C
A NATIONAL
ONE!!
GEN'
A
em
to
ORNRO
numerous
NEto
mention.
ayables,
roll, receivables,
SHRINE IS
for'corp- I case of rain sale will be
etc.. for small g
Id the following Saturday.
SEVERE!!
,40e
Sad 'Setup'
Sale by Knott's Auction Service,
• npe
Com
' nsation related
LINCOLN. England (UPI)Knott,
auctioneer. Policeman Keith
experience, with prompt in- Willard
Borst, 28, was
13-6-C anxious to prove he should
crease after capacity demon- Phone 437-6415.
be
strated. All replies will be
a detective. He "set up" a mail
confidenti
held
al. Write givtruck robbery so he could catch
ing full resume, background
the thieves in the act. Borst
WANTOO
TO
OUT
and experience to.
was given a two-year suspendP. 0. Sex 3411,
WANTED- Good quality hay. ed jail sentence after being
MURRAY, KY.
-'
found guilty of violating the
Phone 753-6713 after 7:00 p.
official secrets act and inciting
D-7-C
D-5-C men to
as‘-kelm
rob the nost afire
1963 BUICK Special, straight 8,
la excellent condition Can be
OM at 912 Sycamore or call
ham E. Hamilton, 753-5570 altar 4:00 p. as.
D-5-C

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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by R. Van Buren
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SEEN I HEARD . ..
(Continued From Page 1)
policemen, however it is easy
to condemn them now with the
tumult and shouting over.
suspect it was almost a matter
of self preservation on the part
of the policemen who struck
out at anyone within range of
their night sticks. Idle, curiosity seekers had no business at
the scene.

a.

We

"The whole world is watching"
the chant of the anarchists. This indicated that they
hoped the policemen would allow them to continue on their
give only token resistance The rioters were also
well aware of the TV coverage.

was

Sour,

SWAN
— CANNED FOODS
w/Turnips —

Generally we think the Chicago police did what they had to
do. We believe a tough policy
is in order against rioters in
general who parade under
false banner of "non-violence".

the

Know what the status of the
army was in 1938 just before
WW U,

Regular

,
16
ct
4-

ea

St
tt
ls

cr

$

a
a
I
4

Wil ams Of Beastassiage hang ready to toll again this
Christmas. with sonie 20.000 pilgrims expected to atter:re-

!igloos services in the various churches in the village. The
celebration :it Bethlehem will be televised again this year.

Robert Head Will
Hold Showing Of
Works At Parthenon

Nunn's First Year Called Success With
Tax Increase Called Absolute Necessity

Army: officers 12,514,
enlisted men 170,151. National
Guard officers 14,236, enlisted
men 182,745 Organized reserves. officers 100,116, enlisted
men 2.998.

bow ill
to wage a
a minor

Sem* indication as to
we were preped
major conflict,
one

Harry Sleckl has been painting
signs on the sidewalks advertising Murray State games for
42 years. He'll be a difficult
an to replace.

itobert Head, art instructor at
Murray State University will
to be repaid by tolls
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
!part in creating.
have a one-man show of paintFRANKFORT. Ky trt — PdrDemocratic Atty. Gen.
"He's done a Particularly good ings and drawings at the Partrait of Lowe B. Nunn after B. Breckinridge, one of five!job in drawing the party to- thenon Gallery in Nashville
nearly one year in office—a members at the Kentucky Turn-:gether,- said one GOP official. during December.
strong, politically minded goo- pike Authority, charged that who backed Nurin's opponent.
An instructor in drawing, de-ernor, increasingly confident a- tax money needed to subsidize Marlow W. Cook. in the bitter sign and painting, Head joined
bout the exercise of power and debt payments would be a den-, 1967 gubernatanal primary.
the Murray State faculty In
able to use it for worthwhile gerous dra;ri sin the road fund.
to the recent fall campaign. 1965. He has participated in
programs because of his new Upon
Breckinridges request.' Nunn's support helped carry more than 30 shows and exhithe administration produeed is Keatucky far both Cook. who bitions, including four
tax resenue.
Murray Girl Scout Troop No
other
This picture esnerges from in- timates that 29 per cent of the- beat Katherine Peden for the one-man shows, and has won 99 is in receipt of a letter from
terviews with the governor's road fund would be obligated
S. Senate seat being vacated several honors, awards, and SP4 John M. Baer with the 537
friends and foes nearly 12 man- to debt payments by 1972
Light Maint. Company in VietFby Thruston B. Morton, and prizes.
ths after Nunn. then a 43-yearHowever. Nunn steadfastly de- Presadent-elect Richard Nixon.
A native of Springfield, flI, nam.
old Glasgow attorney, took the fended the new roads as a way With these political credits, the
The letter was sent as a thank
he earned the BA. degree in
oath of office on a chilly Dec of opening nearly • a third of ! governar can 'look forward to
art education at MacMurray you note for the bag of goodies
12. 1967
the state to economic irowthO three years of close relations College. Jacksonville,
Fla., and he received from the Red Cross
The governor's tax increase The program was ad opted 4-0 with the federal government.
the M.F.A. degree at Kent State representative.
program—it touches nearly es- - with Eireckinridge abstaining. . Haw dues Nunn like being
His bag was one of ditty
University with a major in
cry
of his adnunistraIn the toll road controversy, governor?
painting and a minor in print- filled by the Scout Troop and
tion—is surely the mast sigru Democratic LA Gay. Wendell
"He likes it." said one cabi making.
had its name on the inside_ His
fnt event of his first year. Ford sided with Nunn. However, Rat member.
letter is as follows:
think he is very
Besides
painting
drawand
Without new taxes. The Re- both Ford and Breakimidge comfortable with the exercise
ing, his other areas of work are "Dear Girl Scout Troop 99,
publican governor would have have disagreed with Nunn in
power. I think he really likes
"Just a short note to thank
been forced into a gandpat ad • two other major contr-oversies!.hte bigger decisions better print-making, glass blowing and you all for the bag of goodies
Mexican art history.
ministration With them he has —the lack of competitive. hid than the smaller ones."
He is a member of the Col- I received today from the Red
been able to continue or expand ding on a life insurance tem:, One official gave this tip on
lege Art Association, the Ken- Cross representative here.
almost all state programs
tract for state empi-aes and
a favorable decision tucky Art Education
"I am sure that I speak for
AssociaThe bulk of the new revenue Nunn's firing of ment system i from .Nunn.
every man serving in Vietnam
tion,
the
Kentucky
Education
went for educatam—major in; "One of the best arruments
Association, the Louisville Art when I express my gratitude to
creases for teacher salaries. employes. Both thwutes!r,c ;
can make is to put him Center. and
the Museum of Ma- you for the generous thing you
Frank'
buildings and operations in the rinw awaiting rulings in
in the position of the court of !tern
are accomplishing_ It's good t.,
Art.
public schooLs, continued exapn- lin Circuit Court 1..
resort—to say, "Short of thv
know that there are people
Despite wholeosale firings in i
non of
state colleges. urngovernor of Kentucky doing •, hack home thinking of us.
partments
versifies and vocational schools
'
nine de
. such "1 laudable thing, there's no
"We have a tremendous job
and operational funding of the highwa2.a. Nunn has moved ra- . It .ran he dune" That's. go:
iContinued From Page 1)
to do here, but it is throug'7
cautiousivs
ther
ather
areas.
in
Educational Teievisian System
•
, be a certain fingertip relish for Pat- Ross. and Glenda Stubble- helping efforts such as yours
In his' campaign. Nunn! pro- particu1ar •
power"
field, and Kathy Thompson.
that our accomplishment is pos
agencies.
fare
He
has
still
mused
the Kentucky
• see- i • Any anal)sis of Nunn's find!i Sophomores — Vicki
sible.
Eduestiee. .., Assockifitm.,
eral holdover commis%
mast return to
tax ton, Barbara Brittain, Terry "Thanks again for brighten
aro., log he man promised. from the Demacratic
question: Did the increase help Broach, Janette Burkeen, Jerry ing my Christmas. I will be
%T'shall aegit
olOration.
taxes
inclucticIng
Dr.
DaleFarhim
,
new
Chapman, Maxine Colson, Kevin leaving Vietnam in February
Nunn inherited a state adrain-Tabee- in mental health and Sture .
Cooper. David Coursey, Char- and P11 be sure to stop by and
Westerberg
in
corrections
istration vrith revenue running
I The people'S-decision will be- lotte Edwards, Jimmy Emer- thank
you personally
$28 million behind Midget estiin next year's le- son•, Tim Fannin, Beta FutAfter his election, there were gin to
Respectfully,
mates. Having made the ato de- publiciy expressed fears that gislative elections. In the meanrell, Danny Herndon, Patsy HopSP4 John M. Bier
ciaion to go for a 2 per cent Nunn would relax enforcement time, administration officials
kins, Janie Hughes, Bonita Jon- "P.a. Merry Christmas!"
increase in the 3 per cent state of the gate's tough strip m in_ liese Nunn did the right thung.,
es, Ginny Locke, Cathy Maddox, Members of the nine year old
sales tat. phis higher road fund i ing laws. Instead, he kept Re- "No political figure .eser wants!
Major, Danny Guy, Don- scout troop are Jayne Buchanto raise taxes." said a Nunni
taxes, he set about pushing the; clarnataon
Director
nie Peale, Denecia Ramsey, an, Teresa Cunningham, Emily
program through a Democratic; Grim and most of tosElmore
fieoto aide. "But we have seen the
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